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BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
News Editor
"This decision is an expression
of confidence that Kenyon students
can and will continue to use good and
wise judgment in terms of their deci-
sions regarding the use of alcohol,"
wrote Dean of Students Don Omahan
last Thursday morning in an e-m- ail to
the student body. He was announci-
ng the removal of the drinking games
ban that had been in place since the
start of this school year.
The decision to repeal the ban
followed a series ofdiscussions at Stu-
dent Council and Senate meetings
about the regulations. On October 5,
Student Council adopted a proposal
concerning drinking games. After re-
questing a few changes in the word-
ing of the proposal. Senate voted to
support it on October 16.
Following the vote in Senate, the
body's Faculty and Student co-Chai- rs,
Professor of Drama Jon Tazewell and
Kirsten Bierlein '04, sent a letter to
Omahan regarding Senate's position
on the matter.
"Senate urges the Student Af-
fairs Center to recoasider the policy,"
they wrote in the letter. "It is the
Senate's belief that the legislation is
not effective in curbing alcohol abuse
at Kenyon, and may in fact have con-
sequences contrary to its goals. Sen
Letter stopping unionization
outlines concerns among staff
But employee opinions were divided over attempt to organize
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi-
ef
Editor 's note: This is the second
part ofa story began in last week's
Collegian concerning a stafforganiz-
ing committee 's decision not to pur-
sue unionizing Kenyon's "non-exemp- t"
staffmembers with the United
Electrical, Radio and Machine Work-
ers of America (UE). Thefirst part of
the article can be found online at:
archives, kenyon. educollegian. A third
installment will appear next week, fo-
cusing on the issue ofstaffcompensa-
tion and wages.
The effort to unionize about 159
members of the Kenyon College staff
was put on hold two weeks ago to al-
low President Georgia Nugent more
ate wants to be clear that it does not
condone the practice of drinking
games. We consider it an irresponsible
method of social drinking. Nonethe-
less, the current policy seems problem-
atic. The current policy seems to be an
attempt to legislate responsible behav-
ior, and although this is not an unusual
practice, anecdotal evidence suggests
that it may be driving the playing of
Breaking ground for more trees
-
-
--JJ V w
Kevin Guckes
On Wednesday, nursery workers prepare downtown Gambier for several new trees. Around 50 trees are
being planted throughout the Kenyon campus, the result of a donation specified for this purpose.
time to change the College's workplace
atmosphere. This illuminated tensions
both between staff and administration
and among staff members, who were
divided over whether or not to orga-
nize a union chapter.
In a letter to Nugent dated Octo-
ber 30, a staff organizing committee
said they had met the legal requirement
to organize a chapter, but had "chosen
not to proceed at this time." While the
National Labor Relations Board re-
quires 30 support for organizing, the
committee was hoping to attain around
65 support
The letter re-emphas- ized six goals
that had also been at the root of the
unionization effort job security, re-
spect a fair grievance process, im-
proved wages and benefits, protection
from on-the-j- ob harassment and im
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repeals
drinking games underground."
In his e-m- ail to the campus,
Omahan wrote that he agreed to the
recommendation to repeal due to re-
spect for Senate and the Student Coun-
cil and a recognition that that many
Kenyon students use alcohol in a re-
sponsible manner. "As such,"
Omahan wrote, "the two paragraphs
found in the 2003-200- 4 Student Hand
proved retirement benefits and health
insurance.
"We expect to see these concerns
addressed in a satisfactory manner by
the end of June '04," wrote the com-
mittee in the letter.
Job security was the. first concern
raised in the letter.
"The current procedure and cri-
teria used for determining how jobs
are eliminated, andor reduced to part-tim- e
status is vague and not openly
debated," wrote the committee. "There
is no current set procedure for layoffs
or recalls which would also include
consideration of seniority and no new
hires while staff are on layoff."
Also mentioned in this passage
is elimination of "jit will" employment
see UNIONS page two
2003
beer pong ban
book concerning drinking games and
items designed for drinking games
(Item II.A.2.& on page 82, and the sec-
ond paragraph on page 92 under "Q.
Residential Life. Health Safety, and
Condition of Residences. Alcohol")
are hereby rescinded and removed
from the College's statement of rules
and regulations."
The drinking games ban was a
Architect to visit again
Open forum on Master Plan scheduled
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi- ef
Architect and Kenyon alum-
nus Graham Gund '63 will return
to the College next week to con-
tinue discussions about the forma-
tion of the "Master Plan" for cam-
pus redevelopment.
Gund and his associate,
Youngmin Jahan, are scheduled to
attend 14 meetings next Thursday
and Friday, including a forum open
to the public at Bolton Theater next
Thursday at 11: 10 a.m., according
to Provost Greg Spaid, one of the
campus Master Plan facilitators.
"This Common Hour will be
organized like the last one, with a
few specific topics and then an
X'
Tonight: Scattered snow, show-
ers, wind. High: 37F, Low 23F.
Friday: Mostly sunny. High:
42F, low: 26F.
12 Pages
result of consultations that happened
late last spring and throughout the
summer. "As we reviewed our expe-
riences from the past year," Omahan
said, "I and several of my colleagues
on the Student Affairs staff decided to
write and implement the new regula-
tions. In fact, at the final Senate meet-
ing of the 2002-0- 3 academic year, I
mentioned to the Senate that we were
considering such legislation."
Omahan also cleared up rumors
that traveled around campus that the
new legislation was enacted by Presi-
dent Georgia Nugent
"That is not true," Omahan said,
"President Nugent had not even ar-
rived in Gambier when the decision
to go forward with the new regulations
was made. I have, ofcourse, discussed
these important issues with President
Nugent on several occasions since her
arrival."
Asked why the College admin-
istration decided to implement the ban
over the summer, Omahan said that
administrators had felt that it would
be better to start the year with the regu-
lations in place and written in the Student-
-Handbook, rather than try to
implement them during the course of
a semester.
"Although there were a number
of specific situations that moved us in
this direction," he said, "our decision
see GAMES page two
opportunity for the audience mem-
bers to address any aspect they
wish of the Master Plan," said
Spaid. "And like the last one, this
is an opportunity for any member
of the community to express their
thoughts."
In addition to the Common
Hour open meeting, Spaid said
Gund and Jahan will also meet par-
ticipate in a walking tour of cam-
pus with the Senate Student co-Ch- air
Kirsten Bierlein '04, Student
Council President Tom Susman '04
and Council Housing and Grounds
Committee Chair Stephen Hands
'06.
Unlike Gund's first campus
visit in September, the architect
see GUND page four
Saturday: Few showers. High:
50F, low: 37F.
Sunday: Few showers. High:
51F,low: 36F.
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Unions: Job security, communication among issues
CONTINUED from Page One
status. According to the Kenyon Ad-
ministration and Staff Handbook, "at
will" employment "can be terminated
with or without cause, and with or
without notice, at any time, at the op-
tion of either Kenyon College or the
employee, except as otherwise pro-
vided by law."
According to the letter to Nugent,
"Staff believes that this clause should
be replaced to show that the College
would always 'show cause' and 'give
notice' for its actions."
Nugent said that the "at will"
clause should not be a point of con-
tention. A change to the clause "is no
problem at all," she said. "The whole
controversy over inclusion of 'at will'
language in ihe employee handbook
has been a misunderstanding. Kenyon
has not and will not terminate employ-
ment 'without cause.'"
Respect and communication with
staff was listed as the second concern
of the organizing committee, which
suggested several changes to Staff
Council as part of this principle.
"We support reaffirming the
handbook on electing Staff Council,"
the committee wrote. "In addition,
Staff Council should be representative
not only of each division, but also the
various departments, as best as pos-
sible. All Staff Council meetings
should have minutes made available
via the Web for staff to review."
The committee also suggested
that supervisors be supportive of staff
participation on the Council, and that
staff elect a liaison to the administra- - --
tion. In early October, Nugent an-
nounced that Associate Vice President
for Finance Teri Leonard would act as
a liaison between staff and senior staff.
Staff Council president and Ad-
ministrative Assistant for Political Sci-
ence and IPHS Jalene Fox said she
welcomes the suggestions for Staff
Council changes.
"Open elections are a wonderful
idea, one that President Nugent has .
suggested earlier this semester," she
November 5
Nov. 5, 9:11 a.m. - Fire extinguisher
missing from Norton Hall. Extin-
guisher was replaced.
Nov. 5, 10:53 a.m. - Tampering with
fire extinguisher case at Mather Resi-
dence.
Nov. 5, 11 :21 a.m. - Fire extinguisher
missing from Farr Hall. Extinguisher
was replaced.
Nov. 5, 4:05 p.m. - Hit-ski- p vehicle
accident at Gund Commons parking
lot
Nov. 6, 12:53 a.m. - Vandalism, bro-
ken ceiling tiles at Old Kenyon.
Nov. 6, 2:04 am. - Student with drug
paraphernalia outside Hanna Hall.
said. "Over the past five years or more,
it has been very difficult to obtain staff
members willing to serve on Staff
Council. Every
,
year we have taken
campus-wid- e nominations, but only a
few even respond. I hope this year
there will be a renewed interest in
participation.
"This goes right along with their
suggestion to have more departments
represented, not just divisions," Fox
continued. "Currently, we do have a
wide range of division representation
academics, associate provost, Se-
curity and Safety, development and
business services so I am assum-
ing when the committee says 'vari-
ous departments' they are wanting a
bigger Council, which would be won-
derful. But again, we need staff mem-
bers willing to serve."
Associate Vice President for Fi-
nance Teri Leonard, whom Nugent
named as a liaison between Staff
Council and the College's senior staff
near the beginning of the academic
year, echoed Fox's support for change
but concern about participation.
Leonard said that Nugent is con-
sidering changes to "how Staff Coun-
cil is constituted, not only in terms of
its organization but what its mission
is. I know there are a lot of people who
would like to see that as an elected
body, and I think that would be fine.
'Part of the trouble, . . . is it isn't
always easy to get people to serve in
those kinds of positions, where it is
big-tim- e commitment."
The committee also expressed its
interest in a 'fair grievance process,"
saying "such a process should include
the ability for the complainant to have
a person of their choosing present in
the process. This support person would
have the authority to investigate and
request information for the person fil-
ing the complaint"
Under the current grievance pro-
cedure, outlined in the Faculty and
Staff Handbook, an employee would
first consult with the College
ombudsperson about a concern and,
- 10, 2003
Nov. 6, 2:14 a.m. - Vandalism,
broken ceiling tiles at Hanna
Hall.
Nov. 7, 8:27 p.m. - Vandalism,
graffiti written on walls at
Mather Residence.
Nov. 9, 3:20 p.m. - Report of
harassing telephone calls at
Hanna Hall.
Nov. 9, 11:05 p.m. - Vandal-
ism, broken ceiling tile at Old
Kenyon.
Nov. 10, 1:30 p.m. - Medical
call regarding ill student at
Watson Hall. Student was
transported by squad to the
hospital.
NEWS
Union effort brought disagreement
.
The unionization effort had sparked di sagreement among the staff, which
took the form of heated staff meetings and competing posters and flyers.
After an Oct 9 meeting between staff and union organizers contained
heated disagreement over the retirement plan and staff's input on the union-
ization effort, Nugent sent an e-m- ail to the staff, saying, "Many staff mem-
bers have spoken and written to me about their dismay at the level of incivil-
ity which characterized the meetings. ... I beg community members to
exhibit respect for one another, as we all go through this stressful time."
Several disagreements have also been expressed through flyers.
'Time to make an informed decision," reads one unsigned flyer opposed to
the unionization. "Staff has a voice which is now being heard by President
Nugent and senior staff.
. . . Leaders of other educational institutions where
this union won collective bargaining rights indicate that there is not a harmo-
nious relationship."
But a flyer supporting unionization says that relations between Kenyon
and staff may already be strained. "How about Kenyon College accepting
the invitation from the UE to discuss staff issues?' it reads. "The UE already
represents the skilled trades people - why is Kenyon so afraid to have them
also represent staff?"
after that discussion, would decide
whether to pursue a formal grievance.
If the employee decides to do so, he
would write an immediate supervisor
and explain the concern and, later,
would have the option to meet with
the supervisor, a senior staff member
and the Human Resources director.
The organizing committee said
this process should include "a final
step, at the complainant's request, that
involves an outside, neutral third
party, that both parties agree to, who
would rule on the merits of the case."
Leonard said that College administra-
tion was set to begin work on creating
a new grievance procedure.
"We're going to work and try to
come up with one that people feel that
they can use," she said. "I think part
of the problem was not that we didn't
have a grievance procedure, because
there is one, but that people were in-
timidated by it or didn't really under-
stand how to use it Anytime you have
something like that, if you have it but
no one uses then, then obviously it's
not working. So . . . we'll work until
we can come to a resolution that people
feel empowered to use, and one that's
still fair to all parties."
Games:Pong ban declared void
CONTINUED from Page One
was driven more by our overall expe-
rience and by sincere concerns for the
general welfare of the student body. I
can assure you that our intentions and
motivation were ... most honorable."
Professor ofAnthropology Dave
Suggs, who took part in the Senate
discussions, was an outspoken critic
of the ban. "Regardless of how one
might feel about the presence of drink-
ing games," he said, "We won't solve
issues of alcohol abuse by adopting
neo-Prohibitio- nist measures. Such
rules will only serve to drive the be-
haviors which concern us under-
ground. I am glad that the deans re-
pealed this rule."
"In the end," Omahan said, "the
vehicle that we chose to address our
concerns was not the most effective
in encouraging members of the
Kenyon community to think together
constructively about alcohol use and
abuse on the Kenyon campus."
The decision to remove the ban
The organizing committee expressed
its concern about "on-the-j- ob harass-
ment," saying that a staffer finding
himself in a situation of harassment
from a supervisor or senior staff mem- -'
ber should be able to speak confiden-
tially with the president
Director of Human Resources
Jennifer Cabral said in an early Octo-
ber interview that Kenyon had not re-
cently received any harassment re-
ports, though concerns over treatment
of staffers have been heard.
"No formal complaints of on-the-j- ob
harassment have been filed in re-
cent years," she said. "However, that
is not to say that concerns have never
been raised or heard regarding poor
treatment by supervisors or conflict
with other employees or supervisors,
there have been. These reports are
taken very seriously, and mediation
services and other types of counsel
have been provided with varying de-
grees of success. Individuals involved
in consultations are advised of their
right to file a formal complaint if they
choose."
At a Sept 30 meeting with staff,
Nugent announced "mandatory super-
visor training for every person, from
was Omahan 's.
"The decision ... was made by me
in consultation with the Senate and
other members of the Student Affairs
staff," he said. "As stated in my mes-
sage to Kenyon students, the very
thoughtful discussions which occured
in Student Council and Senate con-
vinced me that rescinding the regula-
tions was an appropriate response on
the part of the College's administra-
tion."
Asked whether he thought the
ban had been effective while it was in
place, Omahan said that the ban had
held for too short a time for anyone to
accurately assess its actual impact "I
do not believe that we will see a change
in the drinking atmosphere on cam-
pus as a result of this decision," he said.
"I anticipate and expect that Kenyon
students will be responsible in their use
of alcohol on the Kenyon campus.
'
'Furthermore," he continued, ' 'as
noted in the Student Council proposal,
there are already policies in place to
Thursday, November 13, 2003
the senior staff throughout managerial
staff ... It would improve things a little
but, but it would also send a strong
message that we have expectations of
our managers ... The workplace is not
just productive, but collegial."
While not specifically relating to
harassment, an online forum has been
set up on the Kenyon Web site, allow-
ing anonymous correspondence from
Kenyon employees to Nugent En-
titled "Answers for Kenyon," the
website says that, "Your anonymous
question will be automatically for-
warded to President Nugent for an
answer." Responses are later posted
on the site.
"There were so many rumors
floating around, and so many things
people wanted to know," said Leonard,
who said the forum was designed to
address those rumors.
Improved retirement and health
benefits are the final concern listed in
the letter to Nugent
"Kenyon should be more aggres-
sive about providing better coverage
while reducing overall costs to its
employees," the organizing commit-
tee wrote. The committee said an in-
crease in costs on the Kenyon "family
plan" from $91,61 per month "a few
years ago" to $168.85 per month to-
day and the possibility of moving sur-
plus "interesf ' from the health fund to
the general fund are among the con-
cerns with health care.
The organizing committee,
during the organizing efforts, had
supported the UESteelworker in-
surance plan, which they had said
would have allowed for improved
benefits at lower costs. Opponents
to the plan said that retirees were
not covered under it, unlike the cur-
rent Kenyon plan.
"The steelworkers health and
welfare fund plan does not cover union
retirees," said Cabral. "Kenyon 's plan
currently has 125 retirees covered, in
addition to other employees. Premium
costs are directly affected by the age
of those enrolled."
address any problems associated with
the irresponsible use of alcohol which
might occur, regardless of whether the
drinking games regulations are in place
or not"
"I will only say that I am pleased
with the deliberations Senate and Stu-
dent Council held and the dialogue this
encouraged with the College's admin-
istration," Tazewell said, "I hope that
the student body will not think we have
condoned irresponsible drinking
through our actioa"
Director of Counseling Services
Patrick Gilligan, who also took part in
the Senate discussions had both words
of caution and praise concerning the
repeal . "It's really important for us all
to look at how we live our lives to-
gether here," he said, "and how we can
do that in respectful and meaningful
ways. I appreciate the initiative of the
students to repeal the ban, and I am
very impressed by the flexibility of
Dean Omahan in his response to stu-
dent concerns."
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Tuition figures raise
BY AMY BERGEN
News Editor
Kenyon is the fourth of the
"Ten Most Expensive Colleges" in
America, according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education's
October 3 1 issue. The Chronicle
chart, taken from statistics com-
piled by the College Board, lists
only Landmark College, Sarah
Lawrence College and the Univer-
sity of Chicago, in that order, as
having tuition bills higher than
Kenyon's annual $30,330 figure.
The Chronicle also estimates that
Kenyon increased its tuition by 5.6
percent this year, keeping step with
the year's estimated average 6 per-
cent tuition hike at private schools.
"Even by the standards of normal
educational sticker shock," wrote
Gordon Anderson on CNNMoney
in response to the Chronicle sta-
tistics, "this year's tuition bill was
a doozy."
The Chronicle's figure, how-
ever, is based on tuition alone.
Thus, it is an inaccurate represen-
tation of how much a student will
actually pay to attend Kenyon as
opposed to another private college,
according to Vice President for De-
velopment Kimberlee Klesner.
"Everyone at Kenyon pays total
fees including room and board,"
says Klesner. "We always talk
about total fees... For us, tuition
alone is a meaningless figure." A
November 9 New York Times sur-
vey, which provides a more com-
prehensive figure including room
and board, lists Kenyon as thirty-nint- h
in a list of America's forty
most expensive private colleges.
With a $35,370 total, Kenyon falls
between Williams and Carleton in
Council
BY IAN KERR-DALTO- N
Staff Reporter
"There are too many regis-
tered vehicles for the number of
spaces on campus," explained
Security and Safety Chair Stephen
Hands at the latest Student Coun-
cil meeting. "Right now security
is looking for a way to make sure
it doesn't get any worse."
Hands explained that to pre-
vent the problem from being ex-
acerbated, Security initially pre-
sented a proposal to Dean
Omahan's office, and that
Omahan had asked Student Coun-
cil to review the proposal and of-
fer its own suggestions. "The pre-
liminary proposal is to have ev-
ery new registered vehicle from
here on out be registered to the
remote lot near the fieldhouse,"
said Hands.
Hands said that despite
security's attempts to encourage
registration in the remote lot, in-
cluding offering free registration
and refunds to those who switch
registrations, only three people
have registered for the remote lot.
Senior Class President Jesse
Spencer raised the issue of fair
the Times survey of "Private Col-
leges: The High End." Klesner
points out that "both Williams and
Carleton have endowments that
are enormously greater than ours."
Associate Vice President for
Finance Teri Leonard says that
"Kenyon has always considered
total mandatory fees and charges
... as the appropriate figure to use
in comparison with other colleges
because a Kenyon student must
pay all of these fees." The Kenyon
website calculates the average
breakdown of tuition and fees for
2003-- 4 as "$29,500 for tuition,
$2,700 for board, $2,340 for room,
and $830 for health, counseling
and activities fees."
Leonard also mentions that
colleges calculate tuition in differ-
ent ways. "There is no standard
formula that colleges use to assign
the breakdown between the vari-
ous fees and charges, "she says.
"Therefore, the calculation for tu-
ition could be different from one
college to another. Some colleges
... bill a 'comprehensive fee'
rather than break out tuition from
the other charges." Site adds that
Kenyon regularly tracks the finan-
cial figures of "sixteen peer col-
leges with which we have overlap
in admissions" and that three of
these colleges Hamilton,
Bowdoin, and Colgate have
higher total fees than Kenyon.
Kenyon, however, is still on
the "high end". The Chronicle's
survey of "Average College
Costs" estimates $29,541 as the
average comprehensive cost for
one year of a private residential
college a figure well below
Kenyon's annual tuition alone.
"The reality," says Leonard,
discusses
ness. He disliked the idea that a
senior bringing a car to campus for
spring semester might be denied
a parking space close to campus
taken earlier in the year by a first-ye- ar
student. He hoped for a way
to incorporate seniority as a fac-
tor in a parking solution. Junior
Class President Steven Snodgrass
also expressed fairness concerns,
especially regarding juniors re-
turning from a semester abroad.
He argued for a proposal that
would not punish returning jun-
iors, suggesting that spaces left by
departing juniors should be "sent
first priority to juniors coming
back."
Student Council President
Tom Susman stressed the need to
come up with an alternative sug-
gestion. "If we don't take an al-
ternative to them the administra-
tion, they're just going to do this
i.e. implement security's
proposal,"he said.
Council members tried to
brainstorm many different loca-
tions on campus that could be
tapped for a few more precious
parking spaces. Suggestions var-
ied from utilizing spaces behind
the Taft Cottages or around south
NEWS The Kenyon Collegian 3
concerns
"is that Kenyon is currently 78
percent tuition dependent. ..78
cents of every dollar in the oper-
ating budget comes from student
fees. The only way to change this
is to increase non-fe- e sources of
income - which is very difficult
to do in the short term."
One of Kenyon's long term
goals is, and has been for some
time, to increase its endowment.
"Endowment income is one of
many strains on the operating bud-
get," says Klesner. "If our endow-
ment increased, we would be less
tuition-dependent-
."
The issue of endowment is
"always on the front burner,"
Leonard says. "It has been a fo-
cus of the last two capital cam-
paigns, and will probably be a fo-
cus of the next capital campaign."
The College also budgets
about $ 15 million a year for finan-
cial aid, almost a quarter of its $66
million annual budget. 'The lion's
share" of aid is need-base- d, says
Leonard, although some money is
set aside for merit scholarships
such as the Honors Scholar pro-
gram. According to the College
website, about 75 percent of
Kenyon students are on some form
of financial aid.
Despite nationwide tuition
hikes, "there's a lot more grant
aid available today than there
was 10 years ago at private co-
lleges." Skidmore professor
Sandy Baum told the Chronicle.
"The average student is better off
now, when you compare net price
to the published tuition price." The
bottom line, according to Leonard,
is that "we want as many capable
students as possible to be able
to come here."
parking and academic affairs
residence halls to finding spaces
at the north end of campus near
administration buildings like the
Fink House or Eaton Center, or
near the Bexley Apartments. No
definite suggestions were decided
upon, but council members hoped
that Security might examine such
potential parking spaces before
forcing people to use the remote
lot.
Several members were also
interested in the idea of tearing
down the tennis courts at New
Apartments and converting the
space into a gravel parking lot.
Student Co-Treasu- rer Tripp
Baldwin said that "the tennis
courts are so cracked anyway
that it's hard to play tennis."
Yet Junior Class Representa-
tive Sasha Whitaker disagreed.
"I've seen people play," she
said. "People really do use
them."
On behalf of Student Coun-
cil, Tom Susman said that he
would meet with Dean Omahan
and present members' ideas, in-
cluding opening up various spots
in smaller lots on campus, build-
ing a gravel lot on the site of the
tennis courts at New Apartments,
'A-carp-
et
Donation gives Kenyon a green thumb
and 66,000 violet plants outside Ascension
BY AMY BERGEN
AND CHARLOTTE NUGENT
Collegian Staff
Early next spring, 66,000
flowers will grace the lawn be-
tween Ascension and Sam Mather.
The bulbs, which have already
been planted, will blossom into
scilla, an early spring flower. The
flowers were suggested and do-
nated by Graham Gund, according
to Special Assistant to the Presi-
dent Howard Sacks. "Between
the recent planting of trees and
planting of flowers," says Sacks,
"I think there'll be a real enhance-
ment to the beauty of the place."
The plant is the popular early
spring perennial Scilla siberica or
"Siberian squill", a blue or purple
flower resembling the hyacinth or
crocus. Native to Central Russia
and Asia Minor, it earned the name
"Siberian squill" for its ability to
survive and bloom in Siberia --
"one of the most winter hardy of
the little bulbous plants" accord-
ing to www.bulb.com. Its darkest
purple form has earned the nick-
name "Spring Beauty."
"Its leaves look like big blades
of grass with clusters of purple
flowers," Sacks describes. "It will
look like a carpet of purple in the
early spring. The planting was
done to look random and natural-loo-
king." Scilla siberica plants
usually grow to be around four to
and having spaces vacated by de-
parting juniors "be filled on some
kind of seniority status by people
coming back."
Two weeks ago, Vice Presi-
dent for Academic Affairs Nick
Xenakis led a discussion about
two scholastic items: student in-
volvement in Kenyon's tenure re-
view process and the potential
addition of two class periods to the
academic schedule.
Xenakis said that the Tenure
Review Committee asks for about
1 100 review letters from students
but only receives around 500.
Thirty student letters are solicited
per faculty member under review
fifteen students are chosen by
the professor and fifteen are cho-
sen at random by the Office of
the Provost.
Xenakis reported two main
concerns from the Academic Af-
fairs Committee: the need for bet-
ter advertisements and student un-familia- rity
with the format. Coun-
cil members agreed on the need
for more and better advertising.
Student Co-Treasu- rer Lisa
Maurer also suggested opening up
the process more to the student
body as a whole. Sasha Whitaker
of
six inches high.
The flowers will emerge
around April, and Sacks predicts
that their season will be over by
May 1, in plenty of time to clear
the lawn for a May commence-
ment. "By the time graduation
comes, that area will have been
mowed over several times," he
says. "It will be lawn most of the
year except in early spring."
Associate Vice President for
Finance Teri Leonard commented
on Gund's donation of money to
the College specifically for the
flowers, saying that "People by
and large, who give gifts, like to
be specific in what that money's
for. The tulips are a very specific
gift from one specific donor... It's
the individual donor's will for a
specific item and no one can
change the donor's intention."
Wade and Gatton Nurseries, a
company based in the Bellville
area, have recently finished plant-
ing the flowers.
Sacks is enthusiastic about the
new look the flowers will give the
College. He said that "Gund appre-
ciates the fact that ours is a beautiful
campus and that the beauty of the place
is important"
'It's something that we wouldn't
have had the money to do otherwise,"
said Leonard, "and I think it's a won-
derful improvement for the campus."
Editor-in-Chi- ef Robbie Ketcham
cotttributed to this story.
agreed, saying, "I know plenty of
students that have things to say,
but don't know where to write it."
Student Council also dis-
cussed the addition of two
class periods on Monday and
Wednesday, like those on Tues-
day and Thursday, one from
8:40 to 10:00 AM, and the
other at 1:10 to 2:30 PM.
Xenakis said that many profes-
sors like the longer teaching
periods, but he added that fac-
ulty members are divided on
this particular issue.
Lisa Maurer thought the the
addition of the two periods on top
of the regular Monday-Wednesday-Frid- ay
routine "would make
scheduling a nightmare." Many
also felt that the change might
compress the workload even fur-
ther into the beginning of the
week. Kirsten Bierlein suggested
that the two periods might be bet-
ter suited for Wednesday and Fri-
day. Bierlein also said that the of-
ficial addition of the two time pe-
riods might be unnecessary given
the fact that professors can go to
the registrar's office and schedule
classes for whatever times they
wish.
The Kenyon Collegian
Senate considers changes
to future class schedules
BY AK3LAH AMAPINDI
Staff Reporter
Matters on the Senate's
agenda last Thursday included
possible modification of Kenyon's
course schedule and of the faculty
evaluation process. One of the first
issues discussed, however, was the
make-u- p of the Senate itself, as the
roles of two of its members were
brought into question by Profes-
sor of Drama Jon Tazewell, fac-
ulty co-cha- ir of the Senate.
"We have some concerns
about a couple of members of Sen-
ate who have had difficulty com-
ing to meetings," said Tazewell,
"both of the two absent faculty
members ... Rosemary Marusak
and Siobhan Fennesy, both of
whom have taken on Department
Chair positions. Consequently,"
he adds, "it has been difficult for
both of them to attend the meet-
ings."
Tazewell made several sug-
gestions for possible action by the
Senate in light of the new circum-
stances of the absent members.
These include possibly reschedul-
ing the Senate meetings to a time
they can both attend or adding an-
other senator in the upcoming se-
mester. In the end, the issue was
left for further discussion.
"I don't want to make the de-
cision in the absence of either
Fennessey or Marusak," said
Tazewell, "both of whom are com-
mitted to Senate, but also obvi-
ously have faculty responsibilities
that prevent them from being as
available as they would like to be."
The Senate then turned to the
proposal for a modified course
schedule. Professor of English
Kim McMullen explained the pro-
posal for two new class periods to
be added to the current schedule,
on Mondays and Wednesdays
from 8:40 till 10 and 2: 10 till 3:30.
The additional class periods are
needed, according to McMullen,
because "there is more demand for
longer class periods, and the 80-minu- te
slots will fill that need."
She further said that the trend to-
wards discussion-oriente- d classes
had led professors to favor longer
classes over the shorter 50-minu- te
periods. "We hope to minimize
enrollment conflict," said
McMullen. "We can also look at
it after two years to see if it is
working."
Vice President for Academic
Affairs Nick Xenakis '05
brought up two concerns about
the issue that were raised during
the Student Council meeting.
"Student Council members are
worried about two things," he
said, "the compression of the
work week, and not knowing
how this proposal will work out
until it is actually implemented."
Dean for Academic Support
Richard Switzer added his sup-
port for the proposal saying, "It
is worth trying. It will make a
Busy senators
Couse schedules
Faculty reviews
small positive difference in re-
ducing scheduling conflict." Stu-
dent members of Senate, includ-
ing Vice President for Student
Life Jen Judson and Senior Class
Representative Jay Helmer, rec-
ommended the committee recon-
sider the Wednesday-Frida- y op-
tion, which had been previously
discarded by the faculty accord-
ing to McMullen, who said she
would re-prop- ose that time slot.
Near the end of the discus-
sion, Tazwell emphasized that
"we have to consider what our
priorities are learning. We can-
not let outside pressures deter-
mine our choices."
Senate also discussed
streamlining the faculty review
process. Because of the large
numbers of reviews, three before
tenure and once every seven
years to determine Sabbatical
eligibility, "a large number of
faculty are always up for review
at any given time," according to
Tazewell. "Every review in-
cludes a dossier containing let-
ters, publications and other ma-
terials that make the review pro-
cess a laborious and time con-
suming process. It is too much
for a small committee to
handle."
Most of the suggestions for
updating the process included
improving the student participa-
tion element of the reviews.
Tazewell stated that "student let-
ters make up a big part of the
dossier but their contributions
are sporadic."
Xenakis pointed out some of
the problems with the current
system as it pertains to students.
"Many students don't fill out the
letters because they are unsure
of what to say," he said. "They
know little about the review pro-
cess."
The suggestion of replacing the
fill-in-the-bub-
ble format of the cur-
rent student evaluations with space
for narrative answers was countered
by Junior Class Representative
Bryan Stokes. "If the review com-
mittee is already over-burdene- d,"
Stokes asked, "wouldn't narrative
evaluations only add to the prob-
lem?"
Tazewell agreed with the ne-
cessity of quantitative evaluations,
saying "Quantitative responses al-
lows for statistical evidence of
strength or weakness... What we
are looking for is overwhelming
evidence of good or bad teaching."
The matter was left for further dis-
cussion in the next Senate meeting.
Senate will reconvene on
Thursday, Nov. 20.
NEWS
Kenyon Review gets anthology
and Ohio historical marker
BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
News Editor
"We believe that it is important
to understand and recoganize our
past, particularly the people and --
places and events that have helped
shape our state and nation," said
Barb Howard of the Ohio Histori-
cal Society's Preservation Office at
last week's unveiling of an Ohio his-
torical marker in recognition of the
Kenyon Review's contribution to
the state. "The marker program
helps us to do this in a manner that
all Ohions can appreciate and ben-
efit from."
Last Saturday, the literary jour-
nal celebrated both the unveiling of
the marker and the launch of its first
anthology, The Best oftfie Kenyon
Review. The launching took place
in The Kenyon Review's editorial
offices at Walton House.
Review editor and Professor of
English David Lynn began by
speaking about how the idea of an
anthology started among the staff of
the literary magazine. "It's one thing
to know in theory that a great maga-
zine has published a lot of famous
writers," he said. "It's another to
begin to look and see that issue af-
ter issue for thirty years and more
that the Kenyon Review published
some of the greatest literature and
some of the greatest writers in En-
glish. It was quite a treasure trove
... I had in the back of my mind that
we would want to do something, we
do in fact own the copyright on this
stuff ... we began publishing Kenyon
Review classics in the magazine.
"And then about five years
Gund: Will discuss Master Plan
CONTINUED from Page One
will not participate in a public
meeting before the Gambier Vil-
lage Council, according to Village
Council member and Associate
Vice President for Communica-
tions Tom Stamp.
Spaid called next week's meet-
ings, along with 18 meetings dur-
ing Gund's first campus visit in Sep-
tember, an "opportunity for mem-
bers of the Kenyon community and
the Village of Gambier to speak di-
rectly with the planners, and for the
planners themselves to learn a great
deal about the special needs and
uniqueness of this community.
"I think one of the most unique
and important features of this pro-
cess has been the willingness of
Graham Gund and Youngmin Jahan
to spend so much of their time in
direct conversations with small rep-
resentative groups or individuals,"
Spaid said. In addition to the cam-
pus visit meetings, he said, Gund
has spoken with the three Master
Plan facilitators at Kenyon, Spaid,
Vice President for Finance Joe
Nelson and Vice President for De-
velopment Kimbcrlcc Klcsner, and
ago," Lynn continued, "We ap-
proached the 60th anniversary of the
Kenyon Review and it occurred to
me that we should do an anthology."
Lynn said that they are antici-
pating at least two more volumes of
the anthology in the near future.
Lynn made special mention of all
of the editors and staff on the
Kenyon Review. "They are the
people who make this magazine
happen," he said, "and they are an
incredible group ... I'm very, very
grateful to them."
After a brief reception, the
party moved outside for the unveil-
ing of the historical marker. The
marker, which is located next to
Storer and in front of the graveyard,
honors both the Kenyon Review and
its founder, poet John Crowe Ran-
som.
Howard was the first to speak.
"You may not know this but Ohio's
historical marker program now has
a history of its own," she said. She
gave a brief history of die program,
from its start in 1929 when the Ohio
Revolutionary Memorial Commis-
sion erected sixty seven markers
recoganizing the major lines of
march of various military cam-
paigns, through to the establishment
of the current Ohio historical marker
program in 1957. Currently more
than 950 markers are in place.
Hugh George, the executive
director at the Ohio Bicential Com-
mission, spoke of the diversity of
Ohio and what the commission has
done in celebration of the bicential
anniversary of the state. "We did
want to allow people throughout
Ohio to learn about things that have
Graham Gund and associate Youngmin Jahan will participate in
14 meetings next Thursday and Friday, including:
Open foru: Common Hour, 11:10 a.m. Thursday, Bolton Theater
Walking tour of campus with selected student representatives
Faculty with offices in Ascension Hall
Security and Safety staff
Admissions staff
Athletic department staff
Career Development Center staff
Health and Counseling center staff
Coordinator of Disability Services Erin Salva
with parents on the Parents Advi-
sory Council and College trustees.
Gund, through a representative
in his Massachusetts office, declined
an interview request with the Col-
legian.
Gund's September visit and the
announcement of the Master Plan,
the recommendations of which
could lead to infrastructure changes
throughout the Village and campus,
drew a plethora of responses from
students, faculty and Village resi-
dents.
In order to acknowledge this re-
sponse, President Georgia Nugent
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happened in their own backyards
that have really made a difference
not only to the the community but
to their county, their state, to the
nation and occasionally to the
world," George said. He talked on
the founding of Kenyon College
by Reverand Philander Chase in
1 824 and how it would be "a jewel
to the United States and really to
the world." He continued, "I can't
think of any way that is more evi-
dent than in the Kenyon Review."
Helen Forman, the daughter
of John Crowe Ransom, spoke
about her father and his involve-
ment with the literary journal. She
told a lot of personal anecdotes
about her father's work with the
magazine and had the audience
laughing throughout her brief talk.
She touched on how excited her
father was when they could print
the magazine in color.
Lynn later paid tribute to
former Review managing editor
Tom Bigelow, who died of cancer
three years ago. "This project re-
ally was begun not by me at all,"
Lynn said, "but Bigelow. He was
managing editor for four years. He
was an astonishingly able, creative,
dynamic editor and a great friend,
not just to me but to many of us
here. Everyone in the literary com-
munity, not just in Ohio but around
the nation who knew Tom felt very
strongly about him. He was a very
special person.
"He really took the lead on
making this happen and this
would not have happened without
him," Lynn said. "And it is impor-
tant that we remember that now."
announced in October that the
schedule for formulating the Plan
would be extended to allow for fur-
ther discussion. Originally sched-
uled for presentation to the Col-
lege Board of Trustees in Febru-
ary, the Plan is now set to go to
the trustees in April. In addition,
the College has created an Internet
site on which people can offer
opinions about the principles and
goals of the Plan.
On the Net: Survey for
thoughts on Master Plan prin-
ciples and goals, http:
www.kenxon.ediix7922.xml
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Model UN takes on
BY TERREL FULLER
AND WILLOW B ELD EN
Colltyiiin StafF
"Model UN is basically a team
debate sport that talks like the Gen-
eral Assembly and walks like a track
meet," says junior Mike Ludders, co-capt- ain
of the Kenyon College Model
United Nations (KCMUN) team.
This semester, the KCMUN team
has competed in two competitions: the
Lake Erie International Modul UN
(LE1MUN) tournament and the Uni-
versity of Pennsylvania Model UN
Conference (UPMUNC). Kenyon
won second place and a number of
Excellent Delegate awards at
LEIMUN. Although the team did not
place at UPMUNC, two delegates re-
ceived verbal commendations.
Ludders explains that at Model
UN tournaments, "each competitor, or
delegate, represents one country in one
simulated committee of the United Na-
tions and debates for that country's
policy using modified parliamentary
procedure.
"At the end ofeach tournament,"
Ludders continues, "each delegate is
scored by the judge of their commit-
tee, and those scores are added up for
team totals to see which school wins
the tournament."
According to junior Nick Kwiek,
Ludders' fellow KCMUN co-capti- an,
Model UN presents a possibility to
FEATURES The Kenyon Collegian 5
Members of the Kenyon College Model UN team celebrares success at the
Producer discusses documentary about School of the Americas
BY ARIEL LUDWIG
StaffWriter
Andres Thomas Contris is
one of the producers of the film
Hidden in Plain Sight, a documen-
tary about the School of the
Americas (SOA), today known as
the Western Hemisphere Institute
for Security Cooperation.
The SOA is a combat train-
ing school for Latin American sol-
diers, located in Fort Benning, Ga.
But it has produced such students
as Manuel Noriega, Omar
Norrijos, Juan Velasco Alvarado,
Hugo Banzer Suarez and many
others who have been indicted for
massacres, assassinations and tor-
ture.
T.K.C. How did you become
involved in making Hidden in
Plain Sight!
A.T.C. I became involved by be
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"learn and use rhetoric, knowledge of
history, knowledge of foreign policy
and affairs, judgment on our feet, le-
gal writing skills and our political, de-
viant minds."
In addition to winning awards,
Ludders says, Kenyon delegates have
earned a reputation for being creative
and imaginative in the UN arena at
both tournaments this year.
Ludders admits that "Kenyon
delegates are not very good for the
decorum of a tournament" But, he
says, "We try to make up for it with
competitive zest"
According to Ludders, Kwiek, as
the representitive of the United States
ing interviewed for the film. In get- -'
ting to know the filmmakers, I real-
ized that the potential of the film, in
terms of being a tool for both educat-
ing and organizing, was substantial. I
started to dedicate more of my time,
energy and passion to helping it be-
come that effective tool.
We have become quite a team,
the three of us: me, the director, the
producer. I am listed as co-produc- er,
but I have since then become another
producer of the film, and it is really
taking off now, so it is nice to see the
rewards of our work.
T.K.C. How did you come to be
interviewed by the filmmakers?
A.T.G. They were interviewing
people like me who had been going to
protests for many years. I was there ...
in 1 990 the first-ye- ar anniversary of
when the Jesuits were killed in El Sal-
vador. The six Jesuit priests and their
Kevin GuckesHidden in Plain Sight.
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world issues at tournaments
on the Security Council at LEIMUN,
"controlled the flow of intelligence
reports to his Security Council, so he
made the rest of the committee sit on
the floor in a semicircle like a kinder-
garten class and held 'Story Time with
Uncle Sam.'"
Kwiek also carried around a Jack-o-Lante- m
he had carved, which he
claimed was Saddam Hussein's head,
for the final two days of the LEIMUN.
Senior Phoebe Cohen further
spiced up the process of writing and
passing legislation at LEIMUN by
making her committee chair sing
"I'm a Little Teapot," complete
with movements.
housekeeper and her daughter were
massacred on Nov. 1 6, 1 989, and then
on the anniversary, a group of about
30 people gathered outside the gates
of Fort Benning to protest the fact that
many of those who were involved in
the slaughter of those Jesuits were
trained at the School of the Americas.
That is why they chose that
day that anniversary. And they en-
gaged in a fast and I became involved
by supporting that fast both by visit-
ing the fasters outside the gates of Fort
Benning and then going to Washing-
ton, D.C., and doing organizing and
.
outreach.
T.K.C What was your role when
you first got involved with the film?
A.T.C. I started out just helping
technically with lighting, holding the
umbrella over the camera in the rain,
and then slowly I got involved in mak-
ing contacts and networking for the
film ... Translation, some editing and
then fundraising were necessary to
make the film happen, and I was in-
volved in that
T.K.C. How did you convince
Martin Sheen to be the narrator for the
film?
A.T.C. Well, Martin Sheen
is the friend of a friend, so I spoke
with my friend and laid out the
importance of what this film is
doing, as opposed to other films
that have been made about the
School of the Americas. She was
convinced and was able to con-
vince Sheen, which we' were
very excited about.
Courtesy ot Annie Lambla
U. Penn. Model UN Conference
Warns Ludders, "Next year ... I
will not stop at kidnapping people and
sabotaging Kenyon events in order to
field a full team, because these fresh-
men are individually miles ahead of
their competitors."
At UPMUNC, Kenyon del-
egates represented Saudi Arabia in
various committees, discussing top-
ics ranging from sustainable envi-
ronmental development to combat-
ing piracy.
Here too, team members en-
gaged in creative, mischievous acts,
such as changing to a different com-- .
mittee halfway through the tourna-
ment, and secretively switching the
T.K.C. How did the School of the
Americas directly affect your family?
A.T.C Well, my mother's fam-
ily is from Uruguay. My aunt and my
uncle in the late '60s and early '70s
were arrested, detained and brutally
tortured by the dictatorship that was
in place in Uruguay at that time. My
aunt spent two and a half years in
prison, and then my uncle was in
prison for over eight years.
Because they were so brutally
treated, and because I started to leam
that the U.S. government was involved
in supporting the dictators, I decided
to dedicate a great deal of my life to
trying to change U.S. foreign policy
in Latin America
My uncle was freed in 1985, and
that very same year my first cousin,
his son, was killed in rural Nicara-
gua by the Reagan-supporte- d
contras that were wreaking havoc
on the Nicaraguan population at the
time. So because my family's blood
has been shed, it has especially
touched me and inspired me to do
everything that I can. I trust and I
hope that I will be faithful to the
sacrifice that my family has made,
not only because they are my fam-
ily, but because I believe that the
people of South America have suf-
fered.
Eduardo Galliano writes
about the open veins of Latin
America. He writes his history and
says that those open veins are shed-
ding blood constantly. It is this that
inspires me and many others to
make changes, and we hope that this
film can be an effective tool toward
that end.
placards of Israel and the Palestin-
ian Authority in the Disarmament and
National Security Committee.
Kwiek describes UPMUNC as
"great fun and educational."
According to Ludders, KCMUN
is "a very young and developing
team, but I believe Kenyon shows
enormous potential." Officially cre-
ated in 1999, the team has grown
from its original number of six stu-
dents competing in one tournament
to a total of 36 students competing
at national and international levels.
The team's previous accom-
plishments include winning the
Case Western Reserve University
Tournament four years in a row,
first place in the Small Schools
division at the Harvard National
Model UN tournament and third
place at LEIMUN in 2002.
"Our goals for the near fu-
ture," Ludders says, "are to be-
come logistically stable, to ex-
pand our membership, to win in
national competition, to sponsor
and staff on-camp- us and in-sta- te
political forums and events and to
create and host a regular tourna-
ment at Kenyon."
Ludders expresses optimism at
KCMUN's future. "Judging by the
way the club has grown this year
and by how well our novices have
learned the game," he says, "my ex-
pectations for this year are high."
T.K.C. In the editing process,
decisions are made not to use parts
of the film. Which parts are not seen
in the final version of Hidden in
Plain Sight!
A.T.C. When the editors look
at a film, they become very critical,
and with good reason. Our film had
many, many voices; many, many
characters more than you see. So
... we cut down on the number of
people speaking. It was a hard task;
we had to cut out the vice director
of the SOA, who is from Ecuador,
and several of the soldiers who were
in training, as well as instructors at
the Western Hemisphere Institute.
We also had a whole story about
veterans who were traveling to Fort
Benning ... There was a lot of foot-
age of questions to members of
Congress that could not get on to
the movie itself. In the CD version,
we do have some of those inter-
views that didn't make it into the
film available.
T.K.C. Were there any diffi-
culties in making the film?
A.T.C Well sure, there were
lots of difficulties. Money was always
an issue. It cost hundreds of thousands
of dollars to make the film, and we
put much of the film on credit cards,
in hopes that the money would mani-
fest and much of it did, luckily.
Also the director and the pro-
ducer used to be married to each other,
and we didn't know if they would sur-
vive the completion of the film, due to
their interpersonal dynamics. ... But
eventually it all came together.
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Donations' blessings can be a curse
Sometimes, things can be completely logical, but just not make sense.
In this week's News section, two stories describe financial concerns
that face Kenyon College. On Page One is a continuation of a series exam-
ining the recent decision by an organizing committee to halt action toward
unionizing "non-exemp- t" staff. While several factors played into the union-
ization movement, one primary concern was that of financial benefits.
On Page Three is a piece concerning a recent report in the Chronicle of
Higher Education that found Kenyon's tuition to be the fourth highest in the
nation. While the report is does not fully represent the costs of attending
college, the numbers nonetheless point to the high expense of education on
Gambier Hill.
In the same section as these pieces, however, appear two stories that
would seem to offer a rosier picture of Kenyon's finances. Neighboring the
Page One story on unionization is a report that architect Graham Gund will
return to campus next week to continue discusssions on a Master Plan for
campus redevelopment While the Plan is not itself a binding document, it
is likely that recommendations for future building projects will eventually
be undertaken by the College.
Alongside the Page Three piece on tuition is an article about 66,000
new flowers, which will be planted between Ascension and Sam Mather
halls. To make way for Commencement exercises, the flowers will be mowed
after they bloom in the spring; though, being perennials, they will return the
next year.
Sometimes, things can be completely logical, but just not make sense.
In this case, the logic lies with "specified donations," in which a donor
offers a gift to the College, and specifies that it be used for a single purpose.
The flowers are an example of such a gift No money in Kenyon's general
fund that which supports academic and staff costs is used for the flower
project, and Kenyon receives a beautification unexpected and without cost
But is there a cost? Do such gifts represent a first step for Kenyon
upon the dangerous road of seeking a beautiful exterior at the cost of a
vibrant interior? Many colleges and universities have taken such a path,
sometimes with troublesome consequences new buildings stand as
shining monuments, but students are closed out of classes inside those
buildings because the university could not afford the cost adding courses
or sections.
The donations of extremely generous individuals should not be
scorned indeed, they are what keeps a college alive. But perhaps the call
should be made clear, and made every day, that a college lives to teach. A
building can do this and can thus come to life only if it houses a well-pai- d
staff, a healthy selection of classes and students who can afford tuition.
A building is only alive so long as the vitality of learning flows within.
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BY MIKE LUDDERS
Staff Columnist
There is a place in our democ-
racy for activism, and there is a place
for thought. Typically, the thought
comes before the activism. People
investigate an issue, find facts, put
a problem in a political context
and then decide what they believe
and what should be done about it.
To try to do it backwards, get an-
gry first and think later, is worse
than putting the cart before the
horse: Because accepting a con-
clusion means stopping the inquiry,
this approach means putting the
horse in front of the cart and then
running him over. Yet often, this is
how we at Kenyon try to pursue
our political causes.
The most recent case in point
is the feature that Amnesty Interna-
tional ran on the School of the Americas
(SOA). In print and by e-m- ail, Am-
nesty members told of the "secret" and
"alarming" practices going on at the
U.S. Army-sponsor- ed academy, which
trains people in soldiery and guerilla
tactics in Latin America Leaflets were
posted detailing heinous crimes com-
mitted by men trained at the SOA.
Posters showed armed men, and the
enlarged words "funded by American
taxpayers." In the days that followed,
Activists United advocated and re-
cruited people to attend a "Close the
SOA" protest in Columbus, Ga That
protest's home page re-itera- tes the
essential message of the Kenyon
'discourse: ' "Your tax dollars sup-
port dictators, torturers and
terrorists."
In this way , the conclusions come
to us before the thought, the anger
before the understanding and the vote
before the argument If a Kenyon stu-
dent were to rely on "activist" sources
alone, he or she would not even know
the correct name of the school they
C
were protesting.
What was the School of the
Americas is now the Western Hem-
isphere Institute for Security
Cooperation (WHINSEC.) It is acom-mand- o
academy set up and run by. the
American Army and supported by the
Drug Enforcement Agency and sev-
eral other narcotics authorities. There
is nothing secret or illegal about it Its
creation is authorized by section 2 1 66,
title 10 of the U.S. Code. It has a
mandate to recruit, train and equip
soldiers in Organization of American
States member nations, and todirect
them against guerillas, drug traf-
fickers, and antigovemment militias
in allied states.
The organization does have a
shady past. Many who graduated
from the old SOA went on to switch
sides, start their own private mili-
tias or become terrorists for hire.
Often during the Cold War years,
the school did not care who it
trained or what their intentions
were, as long as they were likely to
kill Soviet, Socialist or Cuban sym-
pathizers.
S ince that time, there have been
major reforms and improvements to
the program at Ft. Benning. The re-
creation of the school as WHINSEC
is the result of several legal reviews,
public investigations of the program,
and review by human rights groups
and the governments of supporting
nations. Today, no one can enter the
school or receive training without
sponsorship from their home gov-
ernment. Everyone who graduates
is required to receive training in
"human rights, the rule of law, due
process, civilian control of the military
and the role of the military in a demo-
cratic society."
The point of all this is, in a very
short period of fact-findin- g, anyone
can dfecoverthat the information dis-semina- ted
at Kenyon by activists is
I '
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either inaccurate, outdated, incom-
plete or most likely a combination
of the three. The "advocacy" on this
issue as on other issues like sweat-
shops, prison law, the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan does not help an
informed, free individual make a
decision. It tells a person what deci-
sion has been made, tells them to get
on board with it, and where and
when they can go to join the mob. It
shrinks information it considers un-
important and decontextualizes
"juicy" facts that support its conclu-
sions. I would go so far as to call this
not only manipulative, but anti-
democratic.
The irony of this column is
that I am actually opposed to
WHINSEC, the Columbian inter-
vention, the embargo of Cuba and
the War on Drugs. I would rather
defend these things that I consider
harmful than endorse a condem-
nation of them, biased on fact
warping.
There is a need at Kenyon,
and at all colleges, forpublic politi-
cal discourse and advocacy. I
believe that the methods used by
most Kenyon groups right now do
more harm than good.
Any decent academic investi-
gation presupposes very little. A
paper on any topic is only useful or
mature if it gives voice to opposing
arguments, gives hard evidence for
its reasoning and clarifies rather
than obscures the landscape of its
topic. I think political discourse
needs to be evaluated in exactly the
same way.
I think for our own sake and
that of our causes, Kenyon students
need to hold up reasoning rather
than reaction as a political virtue.
Otherwise we risk making a mantra
out of one of my favorite lyrics 'To
offer me alternatives is to offer me
solutions, and I decline."
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Inclusion, not exclusion, should be
BY ISANKYA KODITHUWAKKU
News Editor
I write this column in response
to Amy Bergen's column 'Newer
world losing the old'?' in the editorial
pages two weeks ago. There are many
points in her column with which I do
not agree.
Bergen writes in response to what
she felt about die intcrfuith service held
over Inauguration weekend. Bergen
writes, "Prayer began and ended
Saturday's Installation ceremony. We
still invoke the blessings of the divine
and repeat the Latin phrases we have
heard for years." Who is the "we" she
talks about here? By saying that "we"
have heard these Latin phrases for
years, isn't she restricting who the
"we" is? I know I certainly have not
heard any of these Latin phrases; so
does that mean that I am not part of
that "we." And since she means the
Kenyon community as a whole, does
that mean that I am not part of that
community? And it is not just me
by using this phrase she alienates a lot
of other people here at Kenyon.
What Bergen and others must
realize is that even a place like Kenyon
is changing. And thank goodness. The
"we" at this college are no longer white
Christian males. There are women;
there are people of other religions and
faiths; and there are international stu-
dents. Bergen goes on to state that the
thing she admires most about this
school is the balance it maintains be-
tween being an "inquisitive college
that meets the needs of a wide and
growing range of student and faculty
These colors
BY ROBERT PEACH
Staff Columnist
"The enemy in Iraq believes
America will run. Thai's why
they're willing to kill innocent ci-
vilians, relief workers, and
coalition troops. America will
"never run.
President George Bush
When President Bush was in-
augurated in 2001, the winter of
hanging-chad- s, the United States
of America was riding a thin crest
of luck.
Somehow we had weathered
eight years of isolationism, poll-driv- en
cowardice. and insipid,
childish wordplay. The Oklahoma
City bombing was the first major
act of terror on American soil in a
hundred years, but the singularity
of that bloodbath and its key play-
ers led Americans to view it as an
isolated act of insanity.
With Bush taking office, the
country seemed secure. The
economy was beginning its slide
into recession two months before
the previous president would leave
office. The stock market, having
been artificially juiced by techno-
logical innovation and the
product-skimp- y dot-com- s, was natu-
rally checking itself. Its sad legacy
far surpasses the mere degradation
of the office of the president.
In 1993, Black Hawk heli-
copters were shot down in Somalia
by terrorists trained by Bin Laden' s
beliefs and an unapologetic college
with a strong tradition of faith. We sail
our boat to new horizons, but we keep
our anchor. The Church of the Holy
Spirit is still in the center of campus."
Again the "we." The Church of the
Holy Spirit or the Episcopal faith
might be Bergen's anchor, but some-
how I doubt that it is the anchor of a
lot of other people who go to this Col-
lege. Bergen's continuing use of the
word "we" to actually encompass a
section of this community rather than
all of it makes me wonder whether
Bergen considers this school an Epis-
copalian place run by Episcopalian
people for Episcopalian students with
the rest of us here to help those Epis-
copalian students study oilier forms of
human nature and help them meet "the
needs of a wide and growing range of
student and faculty beliefs."
Bergen states that, "We have
never forgotten that Kenyon was
founded ... in a religious tradition as a
place to study something above and
beyond oneself, to look upward as well
as inward." Of course we haven't for-
gotten that, at least those of us who
know a little bit of the history of this
college. But does that mean that we
have to go on being exactly that? Of
course not Kenyon isn't a seminary
anymore, and it doesn't have to be a
school of one faith anymore, either. I
think that was the message the orga-
nizers of the interfaith ceremony were
trying to get across. What the inter-
faith ceremony did was to give voice
to all of those faiths and people.
Bergen herself says it best "We
also struggle to be inclusive, to tem
will never
al-Qai- da network. The retreat was
swiftly ordered by Clinton after
Americans saw graphic photo-
graphs of American corpses dragged
naked through the dusty streets of
Mogadishu by cheering mobs. Bin
Laden learned a very important lesson
from this episode: Americans can't
stomach casualties, and the American
government is beholden to public opin-
ion.
During the Clinton years, this
was so. Examples include the
bombings of our embassies in Af-
rica killing hundreds; the Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia, bombing in 1995;
the 1996 bombing of the Khobar
towers killing 19 servicemen; the
suicide attack on the U.S.S. Cole
in Yemen. The United States
turned the Sudanese government's
offer to hand over Bin Laden a
decision which left an extremely
influential group of intelligence
higher-up- s livid and frustrated
ignoring international pleas to cut
funding and trade to terrorist states
such as Afghanistan, selling
nuclear secrets to Chinese inter-
ests for Democratic party money.
There were also terrorist attacks
on the WTC, Saddam Hussein
kicked out the U.N. weapons in-
spectors in 1998 and we even
forged a pathetic nuclear pact with
the DPRK in 1994 for foreign aid
which has never been honored by
the Koreans. Despite all this,
Clinton was resolutely a pacifist.
Save for certain, sternly worded
OPINIONS
per every ceremony and every action
willi political correctness, to embrace
every tradition equally, as evidenced
in Sunday morning's interfaith ser-
vice." I'm glad that we try to do all
that. I don't know about the whole po-
litical correctness tiling, but somehow
I can't help feeling that being inclu-
sive of every person and every tradi-
tion is the best way to go. If that was
what the interfaith service was trying
to do, I say good job to the organizers.
Bergen says that Kenyon was found
as a place where one could "look up-
ward as well as inward." By "upward,"
does she mean only a Christian god
and a Christian tradition?
Bergen wonders why it was nec-
essary for the interfaith service to take
the place of the "Episcopal commun-
ion at Harcourt Parish. I know it was
only one special week, but this is only
one example of a change that I fear
may overcome Kenyon in the next few
years, a subde change that would shake
the College's foundations more than
any Master Plan." I'd like to know
what this subtle change is that Bergen
fears so much. Could it be that she fears
people ofan Episcopalian faith becom-
ing the minority at Kenyon? Could she
mean Kenyon not following every
single one of its Episcopalian tradi-
tions?
Bergen confirms a phenomenon
that I have seen among and been
disturbed by too many Kenyon stu-
dents. She states that the College has
changed since its founding and that it
has kept "pace with the newest schools
of thought and welcoming, as it
should, all backgrounds and beliefs."
run: America's past and
PR efforts, he didn't do a thing. Of
course, there were a dose of cruise-missi- le
strikes on a pair of
meaningless targets. One battery
of missiles incinerated an aspirin
factory; the other, vacant Afghan
tents. Hitting Baghdad the night
before the Commander-in-Chie- f
was hauled in to account for per-
juring himself and humiliating the
American people was also bril-
liant and effective.
Sept. 1 1 was not an anomaly.
All things considered, it should
not have surprised us. I can assure
you, it did not surprise the intelli-
gence community. By not coming
to terms with the fact that Ameri-
can blood would have to be spilled
to alleviate the threat from fanati-
cal religious savages, we opened
ourselves up to the crueler reali-
ties and concentrated hatreds of
the world.
Today, the American people have
taken the battle from the ghostly New
York City skyline to the fiery Arab
Street American lives are being lost
every day in Baghdad and for what?
To help a people raise themselves out
of totalitarianism and misery, only to
have our efforts snubbed and pro-
tested? Every day we flip on the
television and watch the faceless
ticker-scro- ll body count. It is an
interesting part of our culture that
American casualties seem even
more anonymous than the dead
Iraqi children, Imams and politi-
cal leaders whose faces are front
Too many students here at Kenyon
seem to think that being liberal and
open-minde- d to other backgrounds
and beliefs means just reading a book,
listening to a lecture or writing a pa-
per about it.
Bergen goes on to state that
"Kenyon is listed in guidebooks as
more liberal than conservative. We
stage anti-w- ar protests, debate with
evangel ists and comment on the events
in Palestine." It is not the anti-w- ar pro-
tests, debate with evangelists or com-
ment on the events in Palestinian ter-
ritory that make Kenyon more liberal
than conservative. It's the people and
the different faiths and backgrounds
that we all come from.
Bergen continues that "Many of
our philosophy, political science and
English syllabi read like an all-st- ar line-
up ofdead white males. Many of these
dead white males looked at the world
from a religious, if not distinctly Chris-
tian, perspective. Somehow, some-
where, a kind of shame seems to have
crept into our collective consciousness,
a feeling that we should be uncom-
fortable with these facts, or even fall
head over heels apologizing for them."
I have to admit that most of the syllabi
in this school does include only works
from Western civilization. But this is
something that is changing. I don't
think this change is occurring because
of any feeling of shame, but because
most people leam because they want
more knowledge about the world that
they live in and they have realized that
there is a lot to leam from the teach-
ings and texts ofother civilizations. No
one needs to apologize or is apologiz
and center every night on CNN.
The American people do not
understand the suicide ideology of
radical Islamic militants or the ha-
tred which inspires states like
Saudi Arabia and Syria to support
them. The temptation to cut and
run is potent. Having deposed
Saddam, destroyed his fearful mili-
tary apparatus and ensured he will
not reconstitute his weapons pro-
grams, it would make sense for us to
bring our boys and girls home, leav-
ing small pockets of soldiers to
handle the oil. A stern message
mess around again, we' 11 thump you
again, so don't do it might be is-
sued, and we could stop losing
American lives. However, we stay.
We've learned from our mistakes.
We stay because we believe
in ourselves and the Iraqi people.
We would make them pay for their
own reconstruction; yet, the Ameri-
can wallet foots the bill. Even the
mere suggestion, supported by
yours truly, that we loan money to
the Iraqis is quickly dismissed by
the Bush administration. Most
Americans believe in our mission.
But, sometimes it is hard to accept
that securing the lives of our coun-
trymen and the humanity of many
in the Middle-Ea- st will mean in-
evitable sacrifice. Rome wasn't
built in a day, and just as the colo-
nial patriots knew that from the
blood and ash of Revolution abet-
ter, more human endeavor would
be given a chance, the reconstruc
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ing for having a distinctly "white" syl-
labus at Kenyon so far. If anything,
the only people anyone need apolo-
gize to are themselves, for having de-
prived themselves of such a vast
amount of learning.
"There is a difference between
accepting all beliefs and molding our
own to fit all of them until we find that
we have no clearly defined beliefs
left," Bergen says. I don't think the in-
terfaith ceremony was trying to change
anyone's beliefs. I don't quite under-
stand how one would go about mold-
ing one's beliefs to fit every single be-li- ef
in every single faith. What
Sunday's service was trying to do was
to highlight the similar beliefs in a
number of traditions. I think that what
one was supposed to come away with
was the belief that at the end of it all,
all our faiths do express the same thing,
but in different ways.
I don't think that anyone who or-
ganized or took part in the interfaith
service with an aim towards represent-
ing all traditions and recognizing ev-
erything that make all of us so similar,
was ever worried about fitting any
standards, elastic or non-elasti- c. I think
only those who choose to see other
traditions as something that we need
to embrace just because it's the po-
litically correct or liberal thing to do
are worried about fitting those stan-
dards of progressiveness. Sunday's
service was never about embracing
progressiveness. It was about em-
bracing our similarities as human
beings in spite of the different
places, traditions and faiths from
which we all come.
Iraq's future
tion of Iraq and the Iraqi spirit is a
noble and worthy task, which his-
tory will see as one of America's
truly great humanitarian deeds.
For too long, we have closed
our eyes and insulated ourselves,
postponing our day of atonement
until the skies over our homes
rained fire and glass. We paid the
price for ignoring the threat then;
in the future, we'll pay even cost-
lier sums for similar negligence
and self-satisfacti- on.
In the meantime, American
men and women give their lives
for the future of a people who
seem either unwilling, ungrateful,
or both. Soldiers are maimed and
destroyed by land mines, car
bombs, suicidal militants and oth-
ers. And yet, we should not hold
the Iraqis' fears against them. We
will stick by them and do what is
right. The rest of the world, espe-
cially European debutantes, should
note that the gloves are off. Our
fists are bruised and bloodied, but
not hesitant. Iran blinked. The fa-
natical clerics in Tehran are even
now scrambling to allow U.N. in-
spections of their nuclear
programs. However, it is our char-
ity and grace which leads even the
most hardened critics of our Ameri-
can culture and government to
similarly cherish, sometimes in cov-
etous secrecy, the luster of our
freedom.
As Noam Chomsky said, "This
is the greatest country in the world."
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Men from UNKLE provide splendid trip-ho-p
James LaVelle finds new producing partners and new guest vocalists for new album
BY DAN ALPER
Music Critic
In 1998, British group
UNKLE realeased Psyence Fic-
tion, featuring beat genius DJ
Shadow at the center of the album
working alongside Mo' Wax label
head James LaVelle. While the al-
bum had its moments notably,
the haunting Thorn Yorke collabo-
ration "Rabbit In Your Head-
lights" and the emotive "Lonely
Soul," showcasing the vocal
stylings of The Verve's Richard
Ashcroft the release as a whole
was muddled. Psyence Fiction
sounded like an album full of col-
laborations that were formed with
no real direction simply placed
alongside each other. As a collec-
tion of trippy, electrical hip-ho- p
beats juxtaposed with hip vocal-
ists, it was fine, but as an album,
it just wasn't cohesive.
Now, five years later, DJ
Shadow has left LaVelle to con-
centrate on other things, but
LaVelle continues on the UNKLE
project without him. In fact,
LaVelle may be the better for it,
having found a new studio muse
in his friend Richard File. Now,
the UNKLE collective emerges
with Never Never Land. The new
album clearly sounds like one
made with two minds firmly
locked into the same ideas, even
with the various guest appearances
that crop up throughout. It is al-
most as if five years after the fact,
Narc (2002)
Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Narc is an alarmingly
straightforward good copbad
cop film that takes the daring
steps forward other films in
this genre are afraid to take.
Hidden in the guise of a B
movie, Narc gives off a gritty,
tough-as-nai- ls vibe as its two
lead actors play their roles to
perfection. Jason Patric stars
as Nick Tellis, a retired cop
who is stuck between his fam-
ily and the chance to reclaim
his job. Ray Liotta plays
alongside him as Lieutentant
Henry Oak, and his double-barrele- d
shotgun serves as
one sign of just how edgy this
cop is.
The film opens at the end
of Tellis' last bust as he is
running down a drug dealer
through an inner-cit- y children's
park. Eighteen months later,
Tellis is asked to investigate
the death of a narcotics of-
ficer. However, his promise
to his wife and newborn son
that he would never again
take to the streets hangs over
his head.
Tellis is paired with the
dead cop's former partner, the
on-ed- ge Oak, who will stop at
nothing to find the killer. The
V
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Never Never Land features thundering drums and melancholy strings
fans are finally getting the
UNKLE record for which they
were longing in the past.
On the album opener, "Back
and Forth," a weird male voice in-
tones, "You see things in life,
you'd be surprised what you see
.... your whole life is changes."
File loops up an eerie sounding
vocal sample of Ozzy Osbourne
crooning "I'm going through
changes." It is a bizarre yet com-
pelling introduction to Never
Never Land.
"Eye 4 an Eye" is one of the
most aggressive trip-ho- p songs
ever crafted if it's not an oxy-
moron to call a trip-ho- p song ag-
gressive. Over thundering drums
and melancholy strings, the cho
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Bad cop (Ray Liotta) and good cop
pair searches for clues, but
witnesses start turning up dead
and evidence becomes unreli-
able.
Narc succeeds, as did L.A.
Confidential before it, because
it doesn't pull any punches. It
features a very compelling
cast, a frighteningly powerful
"bad cop" and a climax that
leaves viewers stunned.
Joe Carnahan clearly has a
great amount of respect for this
genre. He pays tribute to the
police dramas of the '70s, in-
cluding The French Connec-
tion, Dog Day Afternoon and
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rus chants repeatedly, "An eye for
an eye, a tooth for a tooth." Both
LaVelle and File have said "Eye 4
an Eye" was created as the
soundtrack to an anti-w- ar short
film that they crafted along with
the animation team Shynola and
3D of Massive Attack, who ap-
pears later on in the album. As the
song progresses, an unknown male
vocal intones, "This great evil
where is it coming from? How'd
it still end the world? Who's do-
ing this? Who's killing us?"
File says the album deals with
the clash of both high and low
emotions. This is nowhere more
apparent than on the very next
track, "In A State," on which File
contributes his beautiful falsetto
imdb.com
(Jason Patric) fight crime in Narc.
Serpico. Carnahan's finest ac-
complishment, though, is
adapting those works to the
very grim and gruesome style
of modern film.
The Rules of Attraction (2002)
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
As frighteningly true as
Narc may ring, Roger Avary's
The Rules of Attraction has a
sense of reality that borders on
the surreal. Avary's adaptation
of the Bret Easton Ellis novel
of the same title maintains
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vocals. Over groovy piano and
slippery synths, File and LaVelle
have crafted a stunningly gorT
geous seven-minut- e piece of mu-
sic. It is groovy enough to be heard
early at night in the clubs, yet
subtle and sexy enough to be en-
joyed with a nice glass of wine and
some candles.
"Safe in Mind" features
Queens of the Stone Age's Josh
Homme on vocals, while "I Need
Something Stronger" features the
talents of both Brian Eno and
Jarvis Cocker of Pulp. Massive
Attack's 3D turns up on "Inva-
sion," which easily outdoes any-
thing on that band's most recent
album. Bumping synths and File's
vocal talents take center stage on
"Panic Attack," with which File
escapes from the doomsday imag-
ery present earlier in the album to
rapturously croon, "My love is for
her, and I'm so blind I can't see."
Never Never Land succeeds
where Psyence Fiction failed in
that it presents a starkly beautiful,
coherent record that will both be-
guile and amuse listeners. In or-
der to achieve his true vision, it is
somewhat bizarre that James
LaVelle had to turn his back, mu-
sically, on DJ Shadow, though the
two are still great friends. Never-
theless, Never Never Land is a
ringing success for LaVelle, File
and the UNKLE collective, and
certainly one of the more adven-
turous musical journeys you're apt
to hear this year.
Ellis' brazen, shocking writing
style.
The view of college life pre-
sented here may seem overdone
at times, but this is certainly a
more accurate depiction than
those in most comedies.
Sean Bateman (James Van
Der Beek) is a wealthy, preppy
drug dealer at Camden College
who begins to grow fond of the
sweet, innocent Lauren (Shannyn
Sossamon). Lauren is holding on
to her virginity for her high
school sweetheart, Victor (Kip
Pardue), who is abroad on a free
ride to Europe. All the while,
Lauren watches her bisexual ex-boyfrie- nd,
Paul (Ian
Somerhalder), and her room-
mate, Lara (Jessica Biel), pine
away for Sean, who questions the
identity of the writer of love let-
ters he is receiving.
The Rules ofAttraction finds
James Van Der Beek in an un-
characteristic role. Avary directs
the rest of the cast to outstand-
ing performances, brilliantly
finding ways to set Ellis' sprawl-
ing text to film. Though the co-
caine, the blood and the general
horror of the film's content
might jar some people, Avary's
direction uses it tastefully and,
at times, humorously, but never
in an unrealistic or gratuitous
fashion.
- Brian Schiller
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Angels in
America
by Tony Kushner
Ashley James '04
Chris Roberts '04
0
0
WW
Professor of Political Science
Fred Baumann
Andy Vaught '05
Directed by David Romako '06, the
Pulitzer Prize-winni- ng play will be
performed in two parts at the Black
Box Theater.
Part I: Millennium Approaches
Monday, Nov. 17
Wednesday, Nov. 19
Part LT: Perestroika
Tuesday, Nov. 1 8
Thursday, Nov. 20
All shows are at 8 p.m.
Donations suggested.
Photos bv Kevin Guckes
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Movie critics butt heads
BY JESSIE KATZ
Movie Critic
Thank you, Richard Curtis, for
Love Actually, a lengthy ode to your
own work, which is actually the love-
liest entrance into the holiday season
that you could have given us. Every-
thing complimentary one may hear'
about this film should be taken as truth
and everything negative as inconse-
quential. Smug one-line- rs and simplis-
tic self-professio- ns are done with
enough self-deprecati- on to inspire as
much grinning as head shaking.
The list of afl the plotlines that
have been squeezed into Love Actu-
ally is relatively short compared to the
list of all the great actors, including
Hugh Grant, Colin Firth, Emma Th-
ompson, Liam Neeson, Alan
Rickman, Laura Linney and Billy Bob
Thorton. There is no centra plot, un-
less it is what Grant's character de-
clares at the beginning, that "love ac-
tually is all around." The next two
hours go on to show how, despite the
many way s in which it can be thwarted
and abused, love in some form will
triumph over anything. The simplic-
ity of this point remains uncomplicated
though each vignette makes its best
attempt at muddling it up. Thus a-h- a!
a message is bom. Forget the
message, however, we're now entirely
beyond the point, which is really just
to let ourselves be joyfully manipu-
lated into laughter and, for the suckers
with whom I proudly empathize, tears.
Among the many relationships
the stories parallel are the new prime
minister and his charmingly blunt aide,
a married magazine editor and his se
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Hugh Grant runs England in Love Actually. Is this a good thing?
BYTODDDETMOLD
A&E Editor
From Richard Curtis, writer of
Four Weddings and a Funeral,
Notting Hill and Bridget Jones's Di-
ary comes LoveActually, which counts
down the weeks to a London Christ-
mas through the eyes of 10 or so
loosely connected characters. Love
Actually , masquerading as Rom-Cor- n
epic, is more accurately the cinematic
equivalent of the cheap, mid-Octob- er
Christmas decorations at Wal-Mar- t.
Curtis assembles his characters
into hackneyed, trite plots, stealing lib-
erally from such classics as TheAmeri-
can President, When Harry Met
Sally... and Singles. Perhaps Curtis'
only original plot device is the notion
that the prime minister (Hugh Grant)
should threaten war on America be-
cause he and the president have
crushes on the same girl.
There are so many plots and
they are connected so poorly that all
the characters fail to develop and the
The intensity of the argument
increases in the play's second half,
decidedly darker than the farcical,
humorous beginning. As the script
progresses, Man and Woman
move into their roles as educators,
and the drama becomes more ob-
scure while taking on an existen-
tial tone unheard in the first act.
"My character is many things,"
said Rivers. "He is a man who
knows what he wants and works
until he gets it He is an orator, a
manipulator of words. He is a man
who has taken it upon himself, along
with the woman, to teach the boy
and girl a life lesson."
The young couple does ulti-
mately learn the importance of
KCDC seniors present Albee's
BY LINDSAY WARNER
Senior Staff Writer
"Oh, what a wangled teb we
weave," says the Woman in Ed-
ward Albee's The Play About the
Baby. This seemingly jumbled
statement works well in relation
to Albee's cryptic play, in which
audience and characters are con-
stantly questioning reality. The
Play About the Baby will be per-
formed in the Hill Theater at 8
p.m. Friday and Saturday .
The plot circles around two
duos: Boy and Girl, played by se-
nior Chris Lentz and sophomore
Jenna Brubaker, and Man and
Woman, played by seniors
Harrison Rivers and Becca Stein.
The two newly-wed- s, Lentz and
Brubaker, cavort happily around
the stage in an Eden-lik- e fashion
following the birth of their baby
until Rivers and Stein arrive on the
scene, imposing their jaded views
of life upon the two innocents.
Rivers and Stein often break down
the fourth wall, engaging the au-
dience in their review of the young
couple and bantering back and
forth in a series of discussions that
sometimes serve to confuse, rather
than enlighten, their audience.
Rivers' lively command of the
stage is well balanced by Stein's
dramatic and funny stories and im-
pressions, which include a dra
ducing secretary, a love-strick- en boy
and his recently widowed stepfather,
a cuckolded writer and his Portuguese
maid, a new bride and her husband's
best friend and two painfully shy body-doubl- es
for explicit sex scenes.
Curtis moves so swiftly from ela-
tion to grief, pomposity to embarrass-
ment, that he can get away with any-
thing before we have time to resent all
die strings he's pulling. The glossy
writing he mastered in Noiiing Hill
shellacs his actors in so much Curtis
charm that they move not an inch away
from the exact emotional mark he sets
out for them.
From the talented Thompson to
the equally winning child actor Tho-
mas Sangster, Curtis reminds us that
the real talent lies in consistently
choosing the right cast And, I don't
suspect that either side of the ocean
has quite tired of Hugh Grant's affable
bumbleryet at least it still works here
despite any possible objections by
Tony Blair.
The glue that really holds it all
together is actor Bill Nighy, whose
aging rocker Billy Mack has the daunt-
ing task of being comic relief amid a
movie full ofcomedians. His new ver-
sion of "Love is All Around" rises in
the charts as he publicly denounces it
for being pop rubbish. Though he's the
one character supposedly without
pretenses, Billy ultimately falls into
the same lot as the rest of them
cast back and forth along a spectrum
of angst and contentment, with few
sentiments in between. It's a false,
saccharine existence, for sure, but
what could be more perfect for the
happiest season of all?
matic re-enact- ion of the Crucifix-
ion and the Last Supper, as well
as a sudden transition into sign
language.
"The script calls for the woman
to be so much bigger than life," said
Stein. "I've found that the more ex-
treme I allow myself to be, the more
I can find my way into the role."
Despite their forays into the
surreal, Man and Woman maintain
a focus to inflict the wounds of
living on the young couple.
"We lie to ourselves, we in-
vent things," said Albee in an
online interview. "We deny things
according to what we can tolerate,
and this play is another extended
metaphor of that."
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Chris Lentz is one of four students presenting their senior theses diis weekend.
imdb
movie becomes a rich tapestry of irri-
tating, annoying cultural stereotypes.
There is nothing you haven't seen be-
fore and not a single moment that
manages to approach depth or roman-
tic poignancy without tossing itself on
the floor in an ugly mess.
One running gag involves obe-
sity. Bizzarely, fat jabs are taken in one
scene at relative bean-pole- s, and then
in the next at women who are over-
weight, actually. Curtis gradually gives
his audience the impression that all
women are, in his eyes, subject to
mockery for being fat. Martine
McCutcheon, the object of Grant's
affection, is simply gorgeous, but other-
wise-sensible characters refer to her
as "Plumpy" or "the chubby one."
This seems to be a problem for
Curtis, whose script for Bridget Jones
called for Renee Zellweger to put on
lots of weight and, having shed it, she
has looked positively anorexic ever
since. Of course, you'd have to be in-
sane to think Zellweger has ever been
anything close to fat, and I find my- -
Play About
wounds and their existence in the
real world. "Without wounds, how
do you know who you are?" ques-
tions Man.
"The biggest challenge I'm fac-
ing is the emotional intensity of the
play," said Brubaker. "On one hand,
that's the best part, but on the other
hand, it can be intense and draining
and difficult to be fully engulfed in
the emotions, especially through the
entire second act"
The Kenyon Collegian
self blaming Richard Curtis for a good
part of American women's body im-
age problems over the past few years.
If Zellweger, McCutcheon and Laura
Linney are "fat," then I'm Moby Dick.
In fact, Love Actually turns out
to be one of the more sexist movies
you' 11 ever see pretending to be a chick
flick. There is rampant, gratuitous nu-
dity, and the female characters are all
either vacant sex objects or powerless
"fat" women, with the sole exception
of Emma Thompson's betrayed
mother, who manages to provide the
movie's only five seconds of real hu-
man dignity. The men are the ones
who are "developed" here. They can
make choices and decisions, and the
women will either suffer or succeed
depending on what they choose. What
kind of message is this?
I have been told by girls that the
reason I do not like Bridget Jones's
Diary is because I'm a guy, and I sim-
ply cannot comprehend the 'feminine
situation.' This is an insult Not only
are there plenty of so-call- ed "chick
flicks" that I absolutely adore (see, for
example, the above classics), but be-
sides, the movie was written by this
utterly sexist, chauvinistic male; it
would seem Richard Curtis is the bane
of the existence of sensitive men and
free-thinki- ng women.
This is a film of condescending
stereoypes and of sloppy, plodding and
contrived narratives. It is a movie that
references, for manipulative senti-
ment, the planes hij acked on Sept. 1 1 ,
2001, and then later shows a young
boy heroically crippling the security
at Heathrow Airport If this isn't stink-
ing tripe, I don't know what is.
the Baby
The sparse set, which consists
of two chairs on which Boy and
Girl sit throughout most of the sec-
ond act, allows Man and Woman
to circle like sharks in their quest
to educate the younger couple in
a deliberately dramatic fashion.
"There's no hiding the fact
that this is supposed to be a pro-
duction," said director Gordon
Umbarger '04. "It is a very con-
sciously theatrical play."
Display aims to dispel rumors
about Moore's Large Spindle Piece
Ever since Henry Moore's Large Spindle Piece arrived on campus last
fall, people have been wondering what to make of it This 12-fo- ot bronze
sculpture, on long-ter- m loan from architect Graham Gund '63, is the cen-
terpiece of the Phillip Mather science qudrangle.
Modem art, especially abstract sculpture, is challenging to interpret and
understand. A small exhibit, now in the lobby of Hayes Hall, is a stepping
stone to understanding Large Spindle Piece and its creator, Henry Moore.
Included in this exhibit is biographical information about Henry Moore,
as well as a brief description of his artistic influences. Throughout the de-
cades of the 20th century, his art explored new areas of representation and
was influential to the artists who studied his work.
Part of this exhibit is specifically devoted to Laige Spindle Piece. By
synthesizing some of Moore's influences from early in his career with for-
mal problems that he explored later in his career, the exhibit presents some
possible interpretations of the sculpture. However, like many of Moore's
artistic endeavors, the final interpretation of Latge Spindle Piece is for the
viewer to discern.
, Mara Bernstein
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Ladies Rugby finishes with big win over Buckeyes
Kenyon club team rolls in 26-- 0 victory against visiting Ohio State University, finishing season with 2-3- -1 mark
BY D.D. CARDEN
Staff Reporter
This past Saturday after-
noon, Ladies Rugby fought
victoriously against Ohio State
University, ending their season
at 2-3- -1. The Ladies defeated
OSU 26-- 0 in front of a home
crowd.
OSU arrived late with only
nine players, unable to fill a
back line. The Ladies shared
some of their players, fielding
a team of red jerseys and
purple socks that confused
many parents and their video
cameras. But this infiltration
was not the cause of the vic-
tory. As team president Diana
Torres '04 pointed out, "They
used our own tricks against
us."
The Ladies dominated
against OSU, winning all the
line-o- ut throws and a great ma-
jority of the scrummages. They
used impressive teamwork and
communication to run circles
around the Buckeyes.
First-tim- e player Kate
Flinner '06, taking a break
from field hockey, ran for an
impressive three tries, all
placed in the center of the in-go- al.
Flinner introduced her-
self in the early minutes of the
Love of the game drives Intramural football players
BYJAYHELMER
Executive Sports Editor
Some choose not to pursue
athletics in college, many of them
former high school athletes who
come to Kenyon and then suffer
"'
post-athlet- ic withdrawal. There is
another group who comes to
Kenyon, having always aspired to
an athletic career, but who never
actually had one. For both groups
and every one in between, there
are the Intramural (IM) leagues.
The soccer league played its
championship game last week,
and the basketball league starts
next semester.
;
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Intramural football competitionsrange
The Kenyon Ladies Club Rugby team
game with a 60-ya- rd run that
glided gracefully through the
stacked OSU defense. The
Buckeyes could not wrap their
arms around Flinner, who
worked their distance running
during the entire game.
"Kate is a solid player,"
said Torres. "She is not afraid
to just throw down and run."
Casey Smith '06 also had
an impressive game. She made
all three field goals after
Flinner's tries and even broke
For now, as the last of the
leaves are falling off the trees along
Middle Path, it is football time. The
Intramural football league is now
in full swing, giving all those will-
ing a chance to throw the pigskin
and hit the gridiron.
Okay, maybe not hit, ex-
actly more like pull. Kenyon
IM football is flag football. Each
player on the field is outfitted with
a nylon with Velcro tabs on either
side; if one of a players' "flags"
gets pulled while on the field, he
or she is 'tackled.'
The IM game draws a firm
line between serious and rec
league. The fields are 80 yards
from intense rivalries to sandlot style
!
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finished up the season with a redord
through a bulk of the Buck-
eyes' defense to score a try of
her own on the left side of the
in-go-
al. The field goal was
missed, however, because of
the awkward angle.
The game is never won by
two players; it took a fluid con-
nection between the scrum and
back line to move the ball
smoothly around the field. The
Ladies have been working for
this graceful ball movement all
season, which finally paid off
long, as opposed to the traditional
100. According to the rules given
by Intramural Coordinator Emily
Mountain Geiger "Games will be
played with seven players. A team
must begin or end play with a
minimum of five players." Play-
ers get tired, and people have other
things to do, and so while games
start seven-on-seve- n, they may
often end five-on-fiv- e.
There is a list of rules handed
out to the captains, bul because the
games are refereed by students,
who often are not the most reli-
able, the players regularly govern
their own game. When there are
rules, they are followed more
Kevin Guckcs
pick-u- p games.
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Marianne Parisot
of 2-3- -1.
and enabled them to win this
last game.
"This was the best time
that our scrum and back line
came together," said Amy
Bukszpan. "It was the best
game we played all season."
The only real threat that
OSU posed for the Ladies was
number nine, Sam Bates.
"Nine was out of line,"
said fan John Spragens '04.
Bates, with her prodigious
size, would loom large outside
strictly by the 'A' league. In those
games there is an actual offensive
line for the purpose of protecting
the quarterback from rushers and
the line is ineligible to receive.
The 'B' league games more
closely resemble sandlot games,
where everyone who is not the
quarterback can receive and rush-
ers are impeded only their own
"Mississippi" counts.
The 'A' League boasts eight
teams and a higher potential for
boasting as there is group pride at
stake, four of whom identify them-
selves directly with fraternities.
Beta, Psi U Hooters, Alpha Delts
and Team Delt. The 'A' League
teams enjoy "good, tight games,"
as one captain, senior Tony Schall,
explained.
In the 'B' League the scores
aren't quite as close in many
games, nor is the play as intense.
That's just the way many of the
'B' League captains like it.
When asked about their opin-
ion of why they play IM,
Cerchiara and fellow co-capt- ain
Alex Wilson said, "Just the chance
to go out and throw the ball
around, and play slightly orga-
nized football."
Many teams in the "B"
League are just out there for fun,
said 'B' League Captain Sacha
Lodge. She said of her team, "Our
goal is to have some fun."
It's a different league in the
more relaxed coed division. The
defending champion is called
Fraggle Rock
of the scrum and wait for the
smaller scrum-halve- s to grab
the ball, at which point she
would jump on their backs, im-
mediately planting them firmly
in the cold, hard ground. Fans
watched and grimaced as she
sprinted capriciously across
the field to devour players,
leaving them shaking and hurt.
"Nine was huge," team
member Hayes Wong '06 put it
simply.
But Bates was no match
for the Ladies, and they walked
all over the Buckeyes.
"We made peace after-
wards, and that was cool," said
Spragens. "In the fine tradition
of rugby, it all got left on the
field."
"It was a perfect way to
end the season," said Torres.
"We used our back line more
than any other game and our
rookies stepped it up, even
though some of them were
playing for the other team."
The Ladies' season was
one of constant growth, as
they played much stronger in
the second half of the season.
With a lot of young talent, the
Ladies will look to take the
experience gained this year,
and transform it into sucess on
the field next year.
For both leagues, getting
players down to the field is a chal-
lenge. The possibility of forfeiture
is a concern some teams in both
leagues have had as many 75 per-
cent of their games cancelled be-
cause one of the teams couldn't
field a full squad. There was also
one team in the 'B' league that af-
ter playing one game, disbanded.
Forfeits are just one of the
possible obstacles to playing. Be-
cause of daylight savings time, the
game times have been switched
from 5 and 6 p.m. to 4: 15 p.m. and
5:15 p.m., but darkness often sets
in before halftime of the later
game.
As of Sunday, the undefeated
Steel Reserves were atop the 'A'
league leaderboard, while
Fraggle Rock had just a half
game lead over the Red Rumped
Sloths in the 'B' league.
The season is just two weeks
old, and there is still plenty of foot-
ball to be played. As Fraggle Rock
Captain Liam Haggerty '06 says,
"Well, we love to win, but really it
just is a lot of fun to get out there
and play. We all can't be playing
collegiate athletics, but we can go
out and play IM. It's nice to play
whevener, even if it's just a pick-
up game. But it is really nice to
have a league set up where we
know that we are going to get a
chance to play, that there is going
to be some organization to it, and
that we can really feel like we are
part of a team." In IM football, it's
all about love of the game.
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Pair of seniors are links in the chain of Lords' legacy
Emig and Sisson look back on the year's success and their careers, look forward to Regional Championship
BY LI AM HAGGERTY
Spores Editor
"When I look hack, regardless
ofhow we do at regionals, I still look
at this season as being a success,"
said Aarom Emig.
This might be the best way to
sum up the feelings of both Emig
and Andrew Sisson, the two senior
members of the Lords Cross
Country team. Both four-yea- r'
members of the team, they have
been a part of the program's emer-
gence into a serious contender
within the NCAC. The teams of
which they have been a part have
won three of the last four NCAC
Championships.
One of the three wins came
Nov. 1, when the underdog Lords
beat out both the first- - and second-ranke- d
teams in the conference,
Allegheny College and the Col-
lege of Wooster, respectively.
Michael Baird and Ben
Hildebrand, both of whom were
named to the NCAC Twentieth An-
niversary Cross Country Team,
graduated last year, and their absence
made many believe that this was
somewhat of a rebuilding year for
the Lords. As both Emig and Sisson
would agree, the loss of these run-
ners definitely makes this team look
weaker on paper.
"We don't have what we' ve had
in the past three years," said Emig.
But he also said that in practice this
year, the team has been much more
even. At meets, he said, it "feels like
they are really running as a team."
Sisson added to Emig's re-
marks, saying, "One of the biggest
differences between this team and
any team we've had before is how
tightly-bunch- ed we were in work-
outs, and we finally brought that type
of consistency together at confer-
ences." At the NCAC Champion-
ship, the Lords had their top five
runners all finish within 25 sec
Lords' swimmers dunk Denison
BY ANDREW HASS
Staff Reporter
Lords Swimming got their
first win of the season on Friday in
a meet at home against Denison.
The Big Red traveled from
Granville only to get trounced by
Kenyon, 163-12- 5. A win against
their conference rival was a great
way for the Lords to start the sea-
son, especially because the Big Red
had beaten them by just four points
in the NCAC Relays a week ear-
lier. With a win under their belt, the
Lords view the meet with Denison
as a building block towards future
success this season.
Despite the gap in the final
score, Denison managed to keep
things close in several events dur-
ing the meet on Friday. What kept
Kenyon on top was their ability
to dominate the entirety of the
leader board, not just the top spot.
In the 200-yar- d freestyle, Marc
onds of each other.
"That meet was the crystalli-
zation of what the team mental-
ity has been, in the most positive
light that you could visualize it,"
said Sisson. Both pointed out that
from day one of practice even
before practice began, when they
were working out on their own
the focus was the conference meet.
"The mentality is simply this:
everything we do from day one is
geared towards that meet," said
Emig.
The conference meet is always
the focus, but this year, for much of
the team, it meant something more.
"A big part of this team is tradition,"
said Emig. "The program has really
taken off, and coming off of last
years loss at Conferences with all of
that talent ... we had nothing to lose
this year, and we wanted to get the
title back."
Being through that disappoint-
ment last year, but also knowing
what it felt like to be at the head of
the pack, winning this year meant a
lot to the team, but even more to
these two seniors who are reaching
the end of their Kenyon careers.
"I couldn't have scripted a bet-
ter way to walk away from this than
two Saturdays ago," said Sisson.
"And when I look back on my ca-
reer, that's what is going to stick out
in my mind."
"Winning Conferences was
euphoric," added Emig.
Considering where he has
come from this year, simply be-
ing able to compete in the Con-
ference meet was in itself a tri-
umph for Emig. After sitting out
most of last year's track season
due to a nagging calf problem, he
underwent surgery over the sum-
mer and began the long road to re-
covery. After practicing with the
team all season and competing in
a few meets over the course of the
year to ease into competitive rac- -
Courtney-Brook- s '04 narrowly
missed first place as a Big Red
freshman edged him out by less
than a second. While Courtney-Brook- s
missed first place in that
event, many other Lords followed
close behind, and Kenyon took
positions two through five and the
points associated with them. This
dominance in the upper areas of
the leaderboard was crucial to the
Lords' victory.
Several of the Lords also
crushed Denison by huge mar-
gins, gaining the points needed to
get the win. In the 1,000-yar- d
Freestyle, for example, Elliot
Rushton '05 beat out the Denison
competition by more than 20 sec-
onds, receiving nine points in the
process. The Lords' other wins in
events like the 200-yar- d IM and
the 100-yar- d backstroke also fur-
thered the gap between Kenyon
and Denison.
While consistent swimmers
SPORTS
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Seniors Andrew Sisson and Aarom
ing, he was back in racing shape
in time for the Conference meet.
"It was tough not to be out
there," said Emig. "And since I
wasn't racing 100 for the whole
season, it made conferences all the
more exciting."
Regionals lie aheaa for this
team, but it is only one race, and
these two seniors are already in a
position to look back over their
days with the program and assess
their time here.
"The only way I can define
my career would be according to
the impact the team has had on
me," said Emig. "There's not re-
ally a reason for me to run apart
from being able to help out the
team, and letting the team help me
out And I've taken so much away,
starting with my freshman year,
I'mpart of the tradition ... another
link in the chain, and I feel I can
pass that on to the younger guys."
When asked about his memo-
ries, Sisson pointed to a picture in
his room that displayed the team
Kenyon sent to the National meet
his freshman year. "I can honestly
like Andrejs Duda '06 and
Fernando Rodriguez '04 secured
the win through victories in the
50-ya- rd freestyle and the 200-yar- d
backstroke, respectively,
many other new swimmers
shined as well. Freshmen Joey
Gosselar and Davis Zarins show-
cased their skills and helped beat
the Big Red.
In the 200-yar- d breaststroke,
Zarins was first and Gosselar
placed third, beating out some of
Denison's best swimmers. Zarins
was also part of the winning quar-
tet in the 200-yar- d medley relay.
Performances like these by
Kenyon's youngest swimmers
shows that the future of Lords
Swimming is solid. "Every fresh-
man on the team deserves respect
for their performance this week-
end. It's tough to integrate your-
self into any new situation, and
they have all put in the training,
and have all made the commit
Emig will w,ap up their Cross Country
say that every one of those guys I
consider to be among the top 25
people in the world, they are each
somebody I really care about," he
said. "Footrace or no footrace,
that's what the program has meant
to me."
For both of these Lords, near-in-g
the end of their careers means
they will soon become a part of that
Kenyon tradition they cherish, but
they are not ready to do that just yet
Both of them, along with the other
Lords qualifiers freshman Ryan
Weinstock; sophomores Rich
Bartholomew, Kurt Hollender and
Sean Strader; and junior Tyler
Newman will head to Hanover
College in Hanover, Ind for the Great
Lakes Regional Championship this
Saturday.
The top three teams to finish at
the meet will advance to the National
Championship Meet, which will be
held a week later on the same course.
In addition, the top six individual run-
ners who are not a part of any of the
qualifying teams will also advance to
nationals. The Lords will again come
into to this meet as the underdog, as
in opener
ment to help us win,' said Russell
Hunt '05.
As they prepare rigorously to
face Ohio University tomorrow,
the Lords are looking back on the
victory over Denison as a way to
prepare for the future.
Surely their upcoming prac-
tices will focus on not just winning
the events, but widening the gap
between themselves and their op-
ponents.
"Each meet is a building block
for the next, and I think we laid a
solid foundation," Hunt said of the
meet last week.
Looking beyond the meet to-
morrow, the Kenyon swimmers will
travel to Akron University to take
on Clarion and Wayne State Uni-
versities on Saturday. This multi-scho- ol
meet will certainly challenge
the Lords, but the experience they
have gained after winning against
Denison will aid in their quest for
victory this weekend.
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careers this weekend.
the defending regional champion and
last year's national runner-u-p Calvin
College will be favored to win again
this year. Nationally ranked Albion
College will also look to earn a trip
to nationals along with other favor-
ites DePauw University, Otterbein '
College, Mount Union College and
Case Western Reserve University.
Though not the front-runne- r, the
"dark horse" Lords are eager to get
out and compete.
"It's a big race," said Emig. "We
get to run against a lot of teams that
we don't get to see all year, and you
feel like you have something to prove.
Most likely, it will be the last race we
seniors run, and that's definitely a
motivating factor."
Emig added, "All we ask is that
everyone go out and lay it on the line
and run as hard as they can, and if
you do that, you can't really complain
about it"
llELLBUY TRADE
Game Systems, Games, VHS,
DVD's and Music CD's!
Bring your Game Systems,
Games, VHS Movies, DVD
Movies, and Music CD's into
GameScape and use them
toward the purchase of the
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Game Systems, VHS Movies,
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1 12 West High Street Mount vemon, Ohio 3OS0
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Ladies Swimming
Kenyon defeats visiting Denison University
BY ANNE POMEROY
Staff Reporter
The Ladies had their first
dual meet of the '03-'0- 4 sea-
son on Friday. Their arch-riva- ls
from Denison traveled to
Kenyon for a much anticipated
meeting. At the teams' previ-
ous meeting, it appeared as
though the Ladies had an edge
over Denison by taking seven
of the eight events at the
NCAC relays. However, the
meet lived up to its hype with
a closely contested meet be-
tween two rivals.
Many of the upperclass-wome- n
on the team stressed
that the Ladies always try to
keep the rivalry under control and
to simply do their "own thing,"
as Hillary Strong '04 said, and
try to "focus on what we're do-
ing, not them." But Courtney
Stecz '05 said sometimes
Denison "has a tendency to try
and psych us out before our races
by being loud and obnoxious, but
we just feed off of their inten-
sity." Despite all the emotions
surrounding the meet, the Ladies
won by a total of 154 to
Dension's 145.
The Ladies pulled ahead
right away with a victory in the
200-yar- d medley relay. The
team of senior Beth Galloway,
freshman Jessica Connors, jun-
ior Meilyn Chan and sopho-
more Jane Alexander finished
with a comfortable 2.8 second
margin over the Big Red.
Sophomore Rachel Smith's
time of 1 :56. 1 5 in the 200-yar- d
Club Hockey makes
In first game for the
BY JAY HELMER
Executive Sports Editor
After only three practices
and very little playing time to-
gether, the reborn Kenyon Ice
Hockey team went to Dayton on
Saturday and routed a Wittenberg
University squad that was very
short on players.
For Kenyon, the win was the
club hockey team's first in three
vpart nnH its first intprrnllecnarp
game since the club unexpect-
edly shut down in the winter of
2001.
Depending on the willing-
ness of other local colleges to
play club hockey, the game this
past weekend could be Kenyon's
only game, or it could be just the
beginning. With a team stacked
with talent, Kenyon would cer-
tainly like another chance at vic-
tory.
Kenyon's first win was at-
tained in a dilapidated rink on the
outskirts of Dayton this past Sat-
urday. The game' began fairly
evenly matched, but it soon be-
longed to Kenyon as
Wittenberg's nine players were
fatigued quickly. Several of
The Ladies wasted no time in defeating Denison in last weekends dual meet. Kevin Guckes
freestyle was good for first ing off the competition by pool record time of 23.68. In
place, followed closely by two
Denison swimmers. Rebecca
Allison '07 just missed a third-plac- e
finish at 1:58.38.
Co-capta- in Galloway took
the top spot in the 100-yar- d
backstroke with the only time
under a minute, 59.26. Her
next closest competitor was a
Denison freshman, followed
by sophomore Jennie Miller in
third. Miller rounded out the
top three with a 1:02.01 fin-
ish.
First-yea- r standout Jes-
sica Connors had her first of
two individual victories in the
100-yar- d breaststroke, hold- -
team since 2001, Kenyon goes on the road
their more talented players kept
the game competitive, and the
awful refereeing allowed for a
lot of cheap Wittenberg hitting as
they got tired. Kenyon's ability to
shake off those hits and score goals
was invaluable in this gritty and of-
ten sloppy game.
"We do need some organiza-
tion in terms of breakouts, power
play and penalty kill. For our first
game as a team, it went very
well," said Ryan Baier '06.
"We know what we need to
work on and what needs to get
done in the next practices we
have," echoed Henry Kaiser '04.
"We did a very good job of com-
municating with each other, es-
pecially considering the fact that
it was our first time out there
as a team. This isn't to say that
we can't do better on spreading
the triangle out in the offensive
zone or back-checki- ng a bit
more intensely, but as a first
game goes we were stellar."
Goals scored by players
like Kaiser and Ben Fahey-Burk- e
'06 were the keys to the
Kenyon victory. Kaiser had two
goals in the game, including a
spectacular top-she- lf shot
SPORTS
dives into season with a win
Big Red 154-14- 5, taking seven of eight events in the dual meet
nearly two seconds in 1:06.84.
Connors' second victory of the
day was, in the 200-yar- d
breaststroke, where she won
by a staggering 7.7 seconds
over Denison's second place
finisher. Connors just missed
breaking the Kenyon pool
record in this event and came
even closer in her first race.
Denison's first victory of
the night came in the 200-yar- d
butterfly. The Big Red swept
the top three spots, with
Kenyon's top finisher being
Danielle Korman '06.
Galloway captured the 50-ya- rd
freestyle with a Kenyon
quick work
scored on a breakaway. Fahey-Burk- e
had a goal as well, and
he barely missed on several
other scoring opportunities.
"Ben Fahey-Burk- e played
very well. Ben's a very hard
worker, and a leader. Whenever
someone would make a hit or
make a nice play, Ben would be
standing up on the bench, yell-
ing, 'Good Job!' He leads by
example and is not afraid to go
into a corner, no matter who he's
going in there with," said Baier.
Defensemen also contrib-
uted to the victory. Aaron Tracy
'07 and Baier had huge slapshot
goals that gave Kenyon even
more of a lead. When Wittenberg
tried to break the puck out of
their zone, defenders like George
Kerns '04 and John Skubel '07
often flattened their oponents,
i
the two teams' dual meet last
season, she also set a Denison
pool record, but this season's
record was more than .5 sec-
onds quicker than last
season's. When asked about
her new pool record, Gallo-
way was quick to downplay
her achievement, saying it
was "exciting and something
to be proud of, but my focus
in meets usually revolves
around the team in general
and doing what I can on re-
lays to help gain even more
points for the Ladies."
Denison's second win of
the night was in the 100-yar- d
of Wittenberg squad
and freezes the Tigers
stopping plays before they
started.
"Gotta give props to the d-fen- ce,
too," said Kaiser. "Espe-
cially George Herrity for laying
out some of the Wittenberg Tigers
back into the kitten stages of their
lives."
As far as the last line of de-
fense, despite the clubs improved
numbers they lack a goalie, so one
was "borrowed" from Ohio Uni-
versity.
As Kaiser said, "Our guest
goalie Mark from Ohio University
was essential between the pipes."
Frustrated by Kenyon's offen-siv- e
onslaught and defensive
prowess, Wittenberg retaliated
with cheap shots and even
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freestyle. Kenyon first-yea- r
Carly Baird secured second place
in 55.84.
First-yea- r Rebecca
Allison's time of 2:09.83 was
good enough for a close first
place finish over Denison in the
200-yar- d backstroke. Miller
finished in third place.
Rachel Smith '06 swam to
a first place finish in the 500-yar- d
freestyle event. Rounding
out the top three were two
Denison swimmers, followed
by freshman Anneka Ward.
Meilyn Chan '05 won the
100-yar- d butterfly with
Kenyon's first win of the night
in that stroke. She finished .1
second quicker than a Denison
first-yea- r.
Denison took first place in
the 200-yar- d IM, followed by a
2-- 3 finish of Kenyon's Miller and
Connors, respectively. Connors
had her third promising indi-
vidual race of the night in this
event.
Denison won the final relay
of the night, finishing less than a
second before Kenyon in the 200-yar- d
free relay.
The Kenyon divers contributed
to the teams victory as well. Meg
Shields '06 placed third in the one-met- er
board, followed by Laura
Griffith '07, Tempe Weinbach '07
and Sarah Hillenbrand '07 finishing
fifth, sixth and seventh, respec-
tively Shields also took second in
the three-met- er board.
This Friday, the Ladies will
face Ohio University at home, fol-
lowed by an away meet at Akron
University on Saturday.
in season opener 6--2
cheaper talk. Just when it seemed
like fights were about to break
out, the Kenyon players kept their
cool, holding on for the 6-- 2 win.
While most sports teams pre-
pare for their next game and build
off of experience during their sea-
son, the ice hockey team is dif-
ferent. As a club sport, its man-
agers must find ice time to prac-
tice and other teams to play all
while budgeting with limited
funds. This is not easy, and be-
cause of the time it takes to do it
all, the future of the team is very
much up in the air. Rest assured,
though, that when Kenyon does
play their next hockey game, a
talented and unified team will be
taking the ice.
Experience Jesus ... Just as You Are
Mulberry Street United
Methodist Church
invites you to experience Christ:
Sundays for Worship:
9 a.m. Contemporary Worship
10 a.m. College & Career Class
TJiursday:
Young Adult Fellowship 7:30 p.m.
Location:
205 N. Mulberry St.
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